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the heir of a divergent tradi.tion,
a dichotomy which even ín his or,rm day had assumed the glib
distinctions of Classical and Romantie" Arnold., hornrever,
found both of these to be lacking in the ultimate ability
to encompass an expression of the true human situation" By
means of the critical faculËy, that faculty i-n literature
which is the closest in spirit to the scientifÍc frame of
mind as cultivated by the Vict,ori-an âg€ r Arnol-d was able to
establish the real experiental basis of the conflict in the
general tradition. He found that the conflict in the tradition
was paralleled by a conflict in the experience of the
indívidual, a conflict between the objective restraint of a
physical, predestined viorld and the subjective will that
strives for freedom in the spiritual, free universe. His
ilîatthew Arnold was

attempt to reconcil-e these two aspects of human experience
became the basic problern of all his work, and also the basis

the several areas of his activity" This
essay limits ítself to his poetry, his social and his religious

of

comparison between
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i^iritings.

interest in Arnold must be in his poetry,
where this problem is worked out most fully--his other u¡ork
is mostly a reworking of a- general solutj-on into the terms of
particular areas of human activity. In his poetry, Arnold
vacill-ates between the two poles of human experience as he
sees it to be represented by both the Romantic and the
tlassical schools and gradually becomes aï\rare of a principle
that Goethe had discovered a half century before. This
principle, which Goet,he saw to be operative at all levels of
existence, is that genui-ne conflíct at one level leads inevitably to tsteÍgerungt, an elevation to a higher level. This
principle becomes the rnode of what has been generally
recognized as Arnoldts idealism: the confl-icts that exist at
a less ideal level in either the Índividual or i-n society lead
inevitably to a more ideal level of exi-stence, if bhe conflicting basis of the elevation i-s not denied at the more elementary
level of experience"
Thus the basic solution whieh Ís worked out in the
poetry, of the conflict between Freedom and Gontrol being
resolved tov¡ard the ideal of existence, a.fipears af so in hís
other works in the form of l?Hellenism and Hebraismlt, rlsweetness
and lightlr , t?reason and the will of Godn, nmorality touched with
emotiontf , to name a few exarnples. And in each case it is
evident that the dichotorny' that is presented is a particularizatjon of the basic dichotomy of existence as A'rnol-d saw it,
and the way to the realization of the idealr or perfecbion,
lies in the direction of the resolution of a.11 these eonflicts"
The main

PREFACE

of the work of ÞIatthew
Arnolcl, and appreciative reviews are much less of a rarity
than they were a number of years agoe But there seems to me
to be an inherent tendency in critics to deal with Arnold the
poetr or Arnold the religious writerr or Arnold the preacher
of culture, with an insuffícient emphasis on the Arnol-d who is
all of these" ft is my purpose in the following essay to investigate the relationship that exists between the religious
and social coneepts of lulatthew Arnold and his poetry and
poetic concepts; for it Ís my contention that' there is in
Arnold a characteristie pattern of thought, discernible in aII
his writings, which is the key to the seeming conflict in his
mind and to the conflicts beËween the several statements of
his ideas. Although this essay is concerned almost solely with
Arnoldrs ideas as they are presented in his works, this pattern,
once it is seen to exist in his ideas, is also quite evident in
other aspects of the study of Arnold, such as his life and his
style of writing.
It'ly raain concer:n in the fol-lowing essay wilL be with
Arnol-dls poetryr âs it represents the forroulation of his icieas.
My method will be to derive the characteristic pattern of
thought from Arnoldrs poetry, seen in the light of its heritage,
and then to juxtapose this pattern to the patterns that suggest
themselves in his cultural and religious writings. It' is my
hope thaË the proof of the proposition will be sufficiently
interesting to compensate for the self-evj-dent nature of the
There have been many studi.es
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conclusion, and ny evídent regard for Arnold.

I would like to acknowledge my indebtedness to the
severaL men who made this endeavour possible: I am grateful
to Professor K.ti. i{aurer for the many insights that his
lectures on Goethe as well as his conversatj-ons provided; I
an especially grateful, however, to the inspiratÍon and help
of Professor J.P. MaËthews, whose instruetion over the past
several- years and whose supervision of this essay are
responsible for whatever is to be found meriffóus in this
endeavour, and whose patience en:Sabled me to continue working
with him despite my several- shortcomings whichr tro doubt, will
also be evident herein. Finally, I would like to acknowledge
rny debt to Professor J.Ü. üúenk, whose nany astute remarks
throughout the past year have been a subtle, but effective
influence on my thinking.
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The Victorian age has often been called one

o1

disintegratíon and reformationr âû age when the outworn
clothes of the olo era were being cast aside and. neur ones
were being woven. It is an age of nany peculiar paradoxes
and many bitter conflicts in the various realms of politics,
society, religion, li-terature, art, and thought. As one of
its chief spokesmen, I.îatthew Arnold reflects and yet transcends
these oaradoxes, but, by reflecting thery, he substantiates the
opinions of those who believe his work to be inconsistent and
rambling, those r,vho fail to see the transeendent unity of a
representative mind over the pa.radoxical conflicts of a typical
mind.

in 1822 was born into this age whieh was
experiencing the opposing forces of the eras which had prelviaterialism, em,oi-ricisrn, and utilitarianism i^Iere
ceded it.
constantly engaged in guerilla skirmishes with the religious
revival, with the romantically glorified ideal of l;iedievalism.
fn other v¡ords, the dilemma of Arnoldrs day was the direct
outgrowth of the oìoposing ideas which the nineteenth century
had distilled from its predecessors" This was a coriflict rrrhich
Arnold, as a poet, felt very acutely. In order, then, to
approach an understariding of Arnol-drs work one must look on the
historv of the ideas which characterized his ovrn da-y.
Thinking in the l,iíddle Ages had been primarlly concerned
lvith matters religious ancl, except for the work of a few
individuals, European thought reta.ined its theological
orientation right up to the end of the seventeenth century.
l'fatbhew Arnold
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I{edieval Christianíty concentrated attention on the other
world, and, with pessÍmistic aloofness, looked on the affairs

of this world. as irrelevant to the real existence of I'ian. The
struggles of the seventeenth century i¡Iere fierce and bitter,
centering on fundamental questions of religion and internal
government. But Ín the nridst of all these struggles hle f ind
the fundamentals of thought accepted by practically every
party. Despite the elassical revival, despite Descartes, the
medÍeval conception of life was still essentiaily intact"
Divine sanction, of one party or anotherr was still the
criterion in politics, while the theological conception of the
unÍverse had been challenged by few and by none successfully.
It was an age when nen were intellectually tyranni.zed by an

fdear so that the medieval outlook v¡as parochial, if at the
safie tÍme eentered on eternity. Experience vÍas something that
had Ëo be interpreted in the tight of the Idea of the Uni-verse,
rather than something upon whi-ch to construct ideas. The
meaning of l-ife was in terms of its other-wortdly origin and
destÍnation, both of which, it was felt, were fully understood"
Medieval- man was a citizen of the tity of God and. a member of
the Church of Christ on earth, even though he was subject to a
1ocal Lord and worked the soil for his bread.
Despite the fact that life itself had its significance
centred in the other world, those aspects of life which had to

with this world became severely disciplined. Especially,
after the RenaissanceTwhen the Idea of the universe of which
we have been talking was in its evol-utionri¡¡as this true,
do
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the Idea lost its role as an ideal
and became a tyrannical auËhority. ft was at this time Èhat
various aspects of classicaf cufture became assj-milated Ínto
the several European ones. The Greek and Roman influence permeated all the arts to such an extent that the seventeenth and
eighteenth eenturies beeame known as the classical period. Not
only did the classical influence supply -bhemes, ranging all the
way from tragic stories to tiny decorative motifs on a vaser a
wall, oF a eabinet, so that Rome i'.ias practically reborn in the
architecture and engineering of the day, it also supplied forms:
because

it

was then thaË

the forms of tragedy, conedy, satire, character-sketch, oration,
philosophical dialogue, Pindaric and Horatian ode are but a few.
But, and this ioras its real importance, it acted as a restraining
force. The people of the period felt the dangers of passion,
and sought every proper means of controlling ib. Religion was
the greatest of these restraining forces, the code of the
gentleman another. But no less powerful was the example of
Greco-Roman morality (partieularly Stoicism) and Greco-Roman

art, with its combination of dignity, purity, order and
discipline.

of the classÍcal influence as a moral restraint
But the
was its first and best effeet on English arb and life.
influence riras extended ti1l it cane to be used as an aesthetic
eontro|, well judged at first, but then exaggerated until it
became, not a guiding pattern, but a nr,¡¡abing and paralysing
force, Tragedy, for example, subjected itself, in the name of
The use
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rules, many of which ArÍstotle had
never conceived of as rules, and nany of which he had never
conceived of at all. A revolution was bound to come in the
realm of ideas, and in due tine it did, The centering of the
universe in a divine concept was the first fortress to be
ehallenged: the second was the use of classi.cal models as
means of restrainË.
The process of the secularization of thought r the
revolt against the medieval coneepts, belongs Ëo the eighteenth
century. It has been called ttËhe seed-time of modern EuroPêlr.
Even the wars of this century stand on a different footÍng from
those of the preceding age: whereas the seventeenth century
struggled over fundamental questions of religion and internal
governrcent, the political history of the eighteenth eentury was
almost entirely concerned with the ambitions of rulers and
states to enlarge and enhance their pohrers and territories.
Aristotle, to

numerous

with material progress and
national aggrandizenent, not nerely in practice--the si-xteenth
century had been sufficiently materialistic in faet--but also
The ïfestern world was concerned

in theory.
It is ironical that a eentury which has been called the
century of revolt against authority should take with Such unquestioning faith and give such universal recognition to the
seeular theories of loeke. The eighteenth eentury conceived
as being a very peeuliar creature, but rather than studying
him as an actual phenomenon, ihey accepted with almost scriptural

man
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authority the sirnplifying theory about him as given by Locke"
For a hundred years Europe contrived to live on his ideas,
modifying and developing thern in all directions, but making
no fundamental change.

real significance of Lockers theories is that
they take away the preconceived Idea of life and restore the
foundati-on of experience as the basis of ideas:
How comes fittre
blank sheet of the minfl to be
furnished? "liihence comes it by that vaét store
which the busy and boundless fancy of man has
painted on it, with an almost endless variety?
ulhence has it all the materials of reason and
knowledge? To this I answer i-n one word, from
experience; in that all our knowledge is founded;
and from that it ultimately deri-ves itself. Our
observation, ernployed either about external
sensibl-e objects: or about the internal operations
of our minds, perceived and reflected on by ourselves, is that whieh supplies our understandings
with al,1 the maberials of thinking. These two are
the fountains of knowledge, from whence all the
ideas we haver or can naturally have, do spring.
(An Essav Concerning Human Understandingu TI, i, 2.1
In other words, all our simple ideas come from experience
directly, and all complex ideas, formed out of the sirnple by
the process of reflectj-on, stenn indirectly from experÍ-ence.
But, according to Locke, before we can understa¡d the world
of experience we must examine the instrument by which we come
to know it and satisfy ourselves coneerning ühe validity of
The

our knov¡Iedge. By regarding the mind as a mere instnrment

by

is acquired and accumulated, he tends toward
the view that it is nothing more than an instrument for a

whÍch knowledge
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of experiences. Hence Ít follows that
the i-mportant question for Locke is not the nature of the
process of experience, but rather what is experienced.
Knowledge, therefore, is seen by Locke as being purely
empirical, and j-n no sense innate. Hotrever, his view of the
formation of cornplex ideas by means of reflection still contai-ns an implication that the mind has an active part to play
in the organizatÍon of human knowledge, thaË it has a functíon
somewhat above the strictly mundane. Hume, however, replaeed
this last facet of the creative rnind by his theory of the
association of ideas. By means of this mechanical process by
which one idea is línked to another, Hr:me pushes his denial of
the nrindrs power of originalÍty farther even than Locke does"
mechanieal recording

Having ttkicked God upstairslt where He ean be comfortably

in the spaces left by divine
sanction by his concepts of natural rights, the Law of Nature,
and the Law of Reason. Natural rights are the groundwork of
humanity for Locke, and on them he builds. Thus his view of
the political state para1lels that of the natural state because hi-s theory of the soci-al- contract is ¡nerely a means of
translating natural rights Ínto civil rights. fn .oühêr words,
he is taking the pattern of society which hung for centuries
from an Tdea ín the heavens and is replaci-ng it with a pattern
based on the solid ground of empirically observable experi-ence.
Locke is the fírst to write on ethics and politics in consistently
ignored, l,ocke proceeds to fill

-7un-theological manner, and it must be admitted that the
adoption of a secular standpoint in ethics was one of the
fundar¿ental changes wrought by the eighteenth century.
But secularity led i-nevitably to utilitarianisrc.
Thus good and evil- came t'o be used only with reference üo
pleasure and pain. The result was to enfranchise conduct
from the laws of the theologians, only to have it fall into

the much rougher hands of the util-itarians. The fault of
these was not that they allowed liberty to degenerate inËo
licence, but that they set up a mechanical unÍverse in whích
liberty or free-will seemed to have no place at all" The
tyranny o-f the ldea of the medieval age was broken, but the
tyranny of the concept of laws and restraint as instituted
by the classical influence were as strong as ever. ft rê-

for the movement norv knolvä ." Romanticism 'uo break
this tyranny, so that the power of the individual ![ill
could be given scope in which to exist. But despite the
efforts of the Romanticists and the rdealists, ffi#Æ'that it had been partially undermined in advance by the
criticism of Hume, the optimlstic, utiliÈarian, and
individualistic world-view of the eighteenth century
dominated Great Britaj¡r in the succeeding eentury with all
the authority of a ti.me-hallor.¡ed creed.
The viÈa1 eontribution of the mechanical worldview of the eighteenth eentury was individualism. It is
this new approaeh to man that opened the gate to a whole

mained
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just seen as part
of the masses, identified by his social stratbf with all his
rights depending on the mercy of God and his feudal 1ord.
The restraints of feudalÍsm which later hrere replaced by the
restraints of classicÍsm put the individual will into a st'raitjacket in which it almost smothered. But the eighteenth

nehi view

of the world" tledieval

man was

natural phenomenon, and, whatever Nature
might mean, it was at any rate agreed that natural man vtras
free from the artificial differences whích kings and nobles
and priests had imposed on man in society: all men were equal
in the State of Nature because all men were the sane. And
although the individual of the utilitarians was a lifeless
abstraction, the rising doninance of individual-isrn as a
faith marks the end of nedieval Europe. Beginning the
eighteenth eentury with the cautious hypotheses of Locke and
ending it in the provoking generaLizat'j-ons of Godwin, j.ndividualism reached a climax in the assertion of individual
rights, the French RevoluËion.
It has become glib to contrast the principles of the
romantic and the classi-cal schools in thought, literature and
the arts. A necessary qualification is the distinction r,{hich
can be discerned between iaihat has eome to be called classicism
in modern times and the qualities of classical Antíquity. As
eenbury saw man as a

sbated above, classie j-sm in European

life

came Èo be mai.nly a

restrai-ning force, a tyrannical pattern which eventually
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stifled rather than llberated the creatíve imagination. But
it is difficult to call a period as rich in al-Iusions to the
Roman

and especially Greek influences as the Romantic period

wes, anti-classical. ft would seem thaL the revolt againsË

tyranny had spread to revolt against the dominance of classical characteristies as principles in contemporary thought,
The writers of the Romantic period were in rebellion against
conventionsr or prejudices, or abuses of powerr or linitations

of the seope of ühe human soul. Paralleling the disintegration
of the soeÍal strueture of the baroque period, the curtailment
of the influence of aristocracies, the diminishing of the
temporal power of the Roman Catholic church, the turning from
there was the gradual disappearance of the so-called classical age. Signifieantly
enough, the new thinkers considered themselves more classical
than the old, and the examples of Greeee and republican Rome
were anong the most urgent forces in the revolt" As one sect
would declaim against another by selecbive reference to a
coÌnmon BÍbl-e r so the Rornantics and t'he Classicists upheld
opposing ideal-s supposedly based on the same origlnal models,
Restraint of e¡notion was now replaeed by strong expression of
monarchy toiuards republicanism,

feeling; polished workmanship was hel-d inferior to improvisation and the flow of natural eloquence; symmetry of the
parts within a complete artist'ic whole was felt to be
artificial and dead. Bui nevertheless the revolt was
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i-nportant, because the new ideals never gained the absolute
authority over art that the old ones enjoyed for so long'
The reaction, after all, included Èhe reaction against the
bad effects of the classÍeaI influence in literature I â$ r

for example, the habit of letting the Greek and Roman myths
and poets do the work of creation, or the convention of
letting a limited number of classical theroes set the scope
of human experience that could be dealt with. Thus this age
is truly one of liberation, setting free energi-es that l^Iere
at first uncontrollable, UtÉlr{-.ter aequired new shapJÍffi¡""t
to new controls. But the form of Ëhe ol-d age was gone forever, and in place of bhe old authoritarianism of the State
with ibs divine sanctions rose the new authoritariani-sm of
the individual based on absolute laws of nature.
Every age interpreËs antiquity in the light' of its
own needs and prejudices. The l'{iddle .A,ges in philosophy
and- the baroque period Ín literature established A,ristotle
as the dictator of correctness, not because he himself had
established a system of absol-ute ideas, buÈ beeause those
epochs adarired authority more than freedom. In che same lfâf I
the new age which admired freedonn saw in antiquity freedom
from perverse and artificial rules in literature, freedon
fron oppression in politics, freedom, chiefly sexual liberty,
in matters of morality. But the coflrnon characterisbic of
both camps is that they both cl-aim authority to be on their
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side: restraint was ínstituted by divine Iaw, freedom by
nat,ural lar¡¡. And sinee freedon and restraint are in obvious
confl-ict, God and Nature in the nineteenth century came to be
engaged in deathly combat. Popular Christianity was the
stronghold of the one, natural science of the other. A,nd in
the saûìe way that Romanticism revolted against the restraint
of the classical period, it reacted against the incarnatj-on
of íts fdea, namely Christianity. Although there is some
l-ooking back on Medieval times v¡ith rose-coloured glasses,
it is always on the romances and advenÈures, ühe order and

times. But as far as religion was concerned, the aclmiration of poets and thinkers for the GrecoRoman world now meant opposition to Christianit]t, and the
cult of paganism which had lain d.ormant for several centuries
became dorainant. Greek and Ronan literature Cane to be seen
as being more authorj-tative regarding truth than books
produced by the Christian spirit. The Christian God rvas
nobr seen as a tyrant, and Jesus as a pale, impotent Jew
whose mission of suffering and death was opposed to the
eharm and energy of the Olympians.
There renains yet another force in the vast struggle
of ideas which cane to be l4atthew Arnoldts herj.tåg€r and that
is the development of the scientific mind. This development
could be classified as a revolt of the mind agai-nst the
authoritarianism of any preconeeived ideas or so-called
happiness

of

Èhose
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in the formation of ideas and views on the world,
and a turning to the foundation of tpure experienc€l, namely,
scientific observati-on. Although this development rose ouf
of the camp of Nature , as r¡re have called it, it eventually
repudiateditsov¡nbasisaswe]1asthebasisoftheopposing
camp. It attacked, and with a disconcerting amount of success,
such basic premises as the order of the universe, the place of
man in that order, the validity of common sense and experience
in the formation of conclusionsr natural rightsr teleologl¡
and. many others. This attack eoincided with a shift of
emphasis from the physical to the biological sciences paralleled
by a shift of interest from classification and description of
natural phenomena to the descripËion of processes and their lar¡Is'
Tt provided the Lasb stroke in the reducti-on of the lsea of
Faitht which had become l,ockers ç?vast ocean of beingls into tthe
depths of the unknovÍnt. Having removed all external sanctions
in Íts struggle with -uhe universe, mants mind was, for the first,
time, alone" The profound revelation became evident: even if
God and Nature are removed from the seene, the conflict continues
in the rni-nd.s and lives of men; man is in mortal combat with
hi¡nself , his spiritual aspirations 1¡iring rryith his natural
limitations, There is a paragraph in Goethets Shakespeare unll
Kein E4de which brings out this conflict in terms of tragedy:
experience

Die alte tragfidie beruht auf einer¿ unausweichlichen
Sol1en, das durch ein entgegenwirkendes Wollen nur
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geschärft und bescþleunigt wir$.... Aber alles
Sollen ist despotisch, Es gehöre der Vernunft
an: wi-e das Si'bten - und Stadtgeseüz, oder der
Natur: wie die Gesetze des I¡,ierdens, ldachsens und
Vergehens, des Lebens und Todes. Vor allem diesem
sehaudern wi-r, ohne zu bedenken, dass das ILloh1 des
Ganzen dadurch bezielt sei. D¿s ulollen hingegen
ist frei, scheint frei und begünstigt den einzelnen. Daher i-st das I'lollen..schmeichlerisch und
musste sich der Menschen bernächtigênr sobald sie
es kennenlernten.r, Es ist der Gott der neuen Zeit;
ihn hingegeben, furehten wir uns vor dem
Entgegengesetzten, und hier liegt der Grund, warum
unsre Kunst sowie unsre Sinnesart von der antiken
ewig.,getrennt bleibt. Durch das Sollen wird die
Tragödie gross und stark, dureh das Wollen sehwach
und kleín. Auf dem letzten Wege ist das sogenannte
Drama entstanden, indçm man das ungeheure Sol1en
durch ein Tüollen auflösfi; aber eben wei! dieses
unsrer fichr^rachheit zu Hüife kommt r. so fühlen wir
uns gerilhrt, Ìr.çnn wir nach pçinlieher Erwa¡tung
zuLel,zt, nocli ktlmnerlich getiöstet werden. I

Vol. 4, p. 9791
This, then, is the nature of the time into which
I{atthew Arnold was born. ft lvas a time struggling to find
a ner¡r path to pursue amongst the underbrush which had
obscured the old road. During this time there nere to be
found people who were trying to begin anew, like the new
economists, and people who were riding old horses to their
inevitable death, for example, the religious revi-valists
and the literary Spasnodics. One must not confuse the
balance of a mind like lfordsworthts and its lremotion recollected in tranquilityr with the state of mind of the
common man of the day, one who was groping for something
to give his life meani-ng. Heretofore all meaning had
rested wit'h authori-ty, that is, uith reference to the
Divine or Natural 0rders" But developing along v¡ith the
(Werke.
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of the individual and of freedom was Ëhe
concept of the nobility of the individual man, a coneept
which gradually 1ed to the transfer of the raeani-ng of human
life from its origin or destination, or its place in an
order, to the life itself--nan for Mants sakel The development of this concept parallels the development of @ English
civilization, in which it plays,a major role" The sentiments
of Grayls trE1egyn, after bhey are purged of their sentimentality, become the rleitmoti-vr of the neÌü age.
The problem for Arnold, then, is to reconciLe the
opposing forces of his herøitage in keeping wiih the ter¡ns
of bhis rleitmotivt of his age; in other v¡ords, his task is
to bring together the opposing forces which we have generali-zed
as Romanticism and Classi-cisra, of feeling and rationality, of
individualism and collectivism, of t'he will to freedom and the
necessity of restraint, not only to bring them together, but
to give this synthesis a neïìI sense of direction in order to
charaeterize it in idealistic, humanistic terms. This
problem provides the basis of comparÍson of the major areas
of Arnoldfs work and the framework of lhe essential unity of
that work.
Romantic concepts

ÏT

Although it is not within the scope of t'his essay

to eonsider Matthew Arnoldfs criticism as such, ib is impossible to give an indication of the nature of his
approaeh to the problem as stated without some idea of the
place of criticism ín this approach. The crÍtical faculty
as seen in Arnold is not by any means limited to strÍctly
critical- vrritings, but j-s implieit in all his work, and thus
provides a basis for a study of the relationship between
the various areas of his work.
There is a sentence in The Function of Criticism
which provides the clue to the real place of criticism in
the overall picture of Arnoldts approach to the problen
of his Cay:
Criticisrn first; a time of true crea'bive aetivity,
perhapç, hereafter, when criticism has done its
lvork. r
It is because of the sequence which Arnold gives the two
dominant activities of his life that f should like to
Iook at his views on the function of criticism, despit'e
the fact that most of his critical theories are formulated
or at least presented after the period of his greatest
crealive acbivity. Criticism, it v¡ou1d seem, was a aore
or less unconscj.ous part of his creative activity which
more and more carne to the fore in his mind till it finally
gained predominance and formal artieulation. Criticism,
as Arnold eventually saw, could not be incorporated into creative aetivity so that they could subsist together: the rleitrnotivr
Essays
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of criticism first in
ord.er to make possible the tasic of the creative faculty, the
second step in the realization of his ideal.
fn the Preface to the L853 edition of his poems,
Arnold makes the first step toward articulating a theory of
crÍticism in the tight of what he sees to be the problenn for
the eontemporary poet. Hi-s conception of the dil-emna of his
day and his approach to it are summarized in a paragraph from

which he was pursuing demanded a period

the Preface:
The confusion of the present ti-mes is great, the
multiÈude of voices counsell-ing different things bewildering, the number of existing works capable of
attracting a young writerrs attention and of becoming
his models, immense: what he wants is a hand to
guide him úhrough the confusion, a voice to prescribe
to hjm the aim which he should keep in view, and to
explain to him that the value of the literary- ivorks
whi-ch offer themselves to his attention is relative
to their pohier of helping him forward on his road
towards Ëhis aim. Such a guide the English uriter
at the present day will nov¡here find. Failing this,
all that can be looked for, all indeed that ean be
desired, is, lhat his attention should be fixed on
excellent models; that he may reproduce, at any rate,
sonething of their excellence, by penetratÍng hj-mself with their works and by catching their spirit t
if he cannot be. tauþht to produce v¡hat is excellent

independently. r

It is the function of criticism to provide a guide for the
creative artist, and, failing this, excellent models such as
Greek arb are the only alternative. Arnold, too, found himself with no recourse but to use the Greeks as models, even
though he did not subject himself to their tyranny. He
lTh" Poetieal

Matthew Ar4gl.c!, edited by TÍnker and
O, P. xviii. . (¡ff future
reference to works eontained in this ùo1ume wilL be designated rlp6srûsrr . except in the case of longer poems, in which
öäðã-tttitÊUrð áñd line reference of the"poeia will be given.i
.I,íorks

of

-L6found the Greeks useful models because he saw ín the¡a

a

balance between the two opposing forces which he recog-

nized in himself , a balance which men like Goethe vrere
fully arilare of and which they attempted Ëo emulate.
This aspect of the Greek influence, however, belongs to
another section of this essaly.
The VicËorian era, imnredi-ately following the
Romantic period, h'as well able to blame ¡lany of iËs
shortconings on its predecessor. So it is nol surprising
when r¿'e see Arnoldts first major statement of crÍtical

policy contâining some aspersions on the Romantic period
for the faults which he sees in his ol^rn, chiefly the lack
of a crÍtical activity. Romanticism had not placed much
significance on the critical faculty and tended to dispara€ie it despíte the critical- efforts of men like
Wordsworth. itühether or not this tendency is linked with
an anti-intellectualism inherently lacking in Romantieisn,
it is significant that Arnold couples their lack of the
eritical faculty with their lack of knowledge:
ft has long seemed to me that the burst of
creative activity in our literature, through the
first quarter of this century, had about it in
åct something premature; and that from this eause
its productions are doomed, most of them, in spite
of the sanguine hopes which accompanied and do
stili- accompany them, to prove hardly more lasting
than the productions of far less splendid epochs.
And this prematureness comes fron its having
proceeded without having its proper data, without
sufficient materials to work with. Jn other vrords,
the English poetry of the first quarter of this
century, with plenty of energy, plenty of creative
foree, did not know enough. Thls makes Byron so
empty of matter, Shelley so incoherent , trt¡'ordsworth
even, profound as he is, yet so wanting in

-L7completeness and varÍety._ _wordsworth cared little
for'books, and disparagêd Goethe" T admire
vrlordsworth, as he is, so much that I cannot wlsh
hi-út differènt; and Íb is vain r trQ doubt-, to
imagine such a man different from luhat he iP r to
suppose that he could have been different; but
suièly tfre one thing wanting to make Wordsworth
an even greater poet than he isr--his thought
richer, ãnd his influence of wider applieation,-was thát he should have read more books r alnong
whom he disthemr îo doubt, those of that,Goethe
r
paraged withouú reading hi-tt.

to such
an unqualified statement. fs it at al-I possible that a poet
of any poÏ¡er, let alone those which Arnold declares do
possess energy and creative force, living in the early
nineteenËh century, lack for proper data and sufficient
materials? And were the Bomantic poets really so unread?
No, says Arnold, in his very next paragraph, nto speak of
books and reading may easily lead to a mÍsunderstandiñgtf,
Understandably, many people would take an exception

and he acknowledges thaü Shelley had extensive reading and

Coleridge had immense reading, beside whom Shakespeare had

relatively very little.

'i,Vhat

nade the difference wj-th

not books and study, but a society, intelligent, allve, and pe::naeated by fresh thought. The poet
lived rtin a current of ideas in the highest degree animating and nourishing to the creative powern.2 The French
Revolution did not provide a sÍmilar current of ideas but
rather took a political, practical character; ii was
Shakespeare was

I Er""y" Literary and Critical, P.
2 r¡i!t., p" j

4
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different from the Renaissance, which vras, in the main, a
movemenË îÎin which the human spirit looked for its satisfaction in itself and. in the increased play of ii;s own
activityrt. This is not to say that the Renaissance did
not have its political and practieal charaeter or that bhe
French Revolution, which undoubtedly found its motivepower in the intelligence of men r did not possess a current
of new ideas; it illustrated a great movement of mind. But
the distinction in Arnoldls attitude to the two is that he
sees the former as a fertile time out of which ideas could
grow and the latter as the result of the pursuit of an idea.
Anyone who would confuse Èhe effecüs of the two would be cofifusing cause and effect. Thus we see the great minds of the
Renaissance as being the epitorne of their times, but the
þreat minds of the Revolutionary period, like Goethe and
l{ordsworÈhr as forsaking the ideals of the Revol-ution j-n
order to free their own minds from the shackles of a predominating Idea.

scientist in hÍs own right, was
able to replace the proper data and sufficient materials
Goether âs a great

which the English Romantics lacked wibh data and materials
of his owno This process of providing the proper data and

sufficient materials for the creative mind to work with is
the process of eriticisr¡.l And this process is none other
I
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than the process which has been at work in the roj-nds of
Europe since the lvliddle Agea, operati-ng tov,iard freedon from
the tyranny and subsequent deprivation of the mind and soul"

For, Arnol-d continues,
it is the business of the criÈj-cal pol/Íer.".
lin all branches of knowledge, theology, philosophy,
history, art, science,
to see the object as in
itself Ít really is I .. .. Thus it tends to
esüablish an order of ideas, if not absolutely true,
by comparison with that.which it displaces; to make
the best ideas prevail.r
fn seeing objecbs as they in themselves really are, critícism
is removÍ-ng the elements of experience from the inberpretive
colouring of the points of view of either the theologians or
the naturalists.
Throughout the essay on The Function of Criticisn
Arnold has used Goethe, with a powerful critical movernenË behind hin and with a thorough i-nberpretation of the world made
possible to himr âs the criterion by which he proceeds to
judgement" Therefore when he says that the English Ronantic
writers proceeded v¿ithout proper data, wi-thout suffieient
materials to work with, did not know enoughr did not read
enough, what he intends is that they lacked criticism in the
sense in which he is using the word; they feIl short as
erities having the resources and polver to establish an
adequate intelleetual situation and a satisfactory order of
ideas and thought.
Arnold is quite explicit in his distinction between
critieism and either the creative pouler or philosophy, whose

I
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function he describes early in the essay:
Now,

in literature.,.the elenents with which the

crea|ive power works are ideas; the best ideas on
every matter which literature touches, cu.rrent at
the timeo..And I say current aü the tine, noË
merely accessible at the tlme; for creative liËerary
genius does not principally show itself in discovering new ideas, that is rather the busÍness of
the philosopher; the grand v¡ork of literary genÍus
is a work of synthesis and exposition, not of
analysis and di-scovery; its gift l-Íes in the
faculty of being happily lnspi-red by a certain intellectual and spiritual atmosphere, by a certain
order of ideas, when it finds itself in them; of
dealing divinely with these ideas, presenting them
Ín the nost effecti-ve and abtractive combing.tions,
making beautiful works with then, in short.f
If the creative poT,ìrer requires ideas on lthj-ch to work,
and if these ideas are diseovered and provided by bhe philosopher, what is the role of criticism and the critic? Arnoldts
reply is that it is the business of criticism ttin all branches
of knowLedgeo..to see the object as in ibself it really ist,
to make nan intel-lectual situati-on of which the creative
power can avail- itselfn, to trestablish an order of ideasrl:
that is, to gather ideas as they are put forth by the various
thinkers of all ages, and, in a disinterested manner, make
them current at the present.
There begins to be evi-dent in Arnold a semblance of
a hierarchy of the mind, in whieh the varj-ous levels of
experience form an ascending order. At the base of thís scale
is the elementary leve1 of experience, of perception. This is
introduced by the process which Coleridge would eall the
primary imagination to ihe next level of experÍence, the world
1 8"".u" Lj-terarv and Critical, p. 3.
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of spiritual or Íntellectual perceptÍon, the tt'orld of ideas"
Now it is the purpose of the ner,u sci-entific method to establish an order of pri:nary experience at bhe basic legel, ttto
see the object as in itself it really isrl. This function is
served by eriticism at the next level, having availed itself
of the experiential situation formed by the lower level, and
it, in turn and as a consequence, establishes an order of
ideas and an intellectual situati-on of which the creative
power can avail itself" As criticisrn is the scientific
approach to ideas r so poetry is the critical approach to life
uihieh is founded, via the world of ideas r oil the basis of
experience.

It is necessary to interject at this point that
Arnold eonceived of two kinds of experience, of objective and
of subjecti-ve, a dichotorny which criticism does not t,ranscend.
Beeause the objecbive world is eor,mon to all, the realm of
objecÈive experience is the realm of the collective wil1,
while t,he subjective realm is the realm of the Índividual
wíll, striving for the freedom of flight in the heavens-- in
the words of Goethe:
Zwei SeeLen !Íohnen, ach, in meiner Brust,
die eine r¡¡il1 sich von der andern trånnen:
die eine fräft in derber Liebeslust sich an
die Welü rnit kLanmernCen 0rganen; die andre
hebt gewaltsam sich vom Dust zu den Gefilden
hoher Ahnen. I
(FpuS!f, 11.LLL?-L7)
To bring the two elements of this conflict together
I See appendix 2 for a translation.
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of a consistent system of thought is to falsify t'he
conflict. The real synthesis can only be achieved by the
creative power of poetry, u¡hich, compared to the synËhesis
of a system, is like comparing toleridgers seeondary
imagination to his concept of the Fancy.
Goethe , too, sah¡ bhe r"¡orld as a field of opposing
elements. He found the interplay of opposites in the most
rni-nute details of his scientific observations and in the
noblest actions of man. He developed a relation between the
interaction of opposites and the elevation or heightening
effect that is found to be eo-existenÈ with it" GoeËhers
víew was that the attempt to resolve opposites into a unity,
to bring together the elements of conflict in the worLd of
experi-ence as well as in the world of the mind produced an
elevation from the concrete to the ideal, from the physical
to the spiritual. Life reaches its highest levei when it
comes nearest to this resolution, a point at which the confliet seems to be most acute.
ït is life at this level that Arnold is talking about
Science and
when he says that poetry is a criticism of lÍfe.
criticism have established a true, valid ground as the basis
on which tife is founded, and it is the function of poeÈry to
see that the life which is erected on this base is also true
and valid. In other ivords, charlatanism must be ousted:
In poetry, which is thought and ari in one, it is the
gloiy, the eËernal honour, that charlatanism shall
find no entrance; that this noble sphere be kept
inviolate and invio]able. tharlatanism is for
by means

confusing or obliterating the distinctions betvreen
excellent and inferior, sound and unsound or only
half-sound, true and untrue or only half-true. ft
is charlatanism, eonsci-ous or unconseious, whenever
we confuse or obliterate these. And in poetry, more
than anywhere else, it is unpermissible to confuse
or obliterate them. For in poetry the distinction
between excellent and inferior, sound and unsound
or only half-sound, true and unt'rue or only halftrue, is of paramount importance. It is of paramount
importance bècause of the high destinies of poetry.
In- poetry, as a criticism of life under the conditi-ons
fixed for such a criticism by the laws of poetic truth
and poetic beauty, the spirit of our race will find,_
røe hãve said, as tirne goes on and as other helps fail t
its consoLation and stay. But the consolation and
stay will be of power in proportion to the Power of
the- criticism of- life. And the criticism of life will
be of power in proporbion as the poetry conveying it
is exeèl1-ent rather than inferior, sound rather than
unsound or-haIf-sound, true rather Lhan untrue or
half-true. I
Thus we ean say that for Xlatthew Arnold poetry is a seeing of

the elements of life as they really are, an examination of the
basic conflict in its purest form, and a traci.ng of the reso-

lution of this eonflict toward its cufunination, thereby
setting the direction wherein lies truth. This is critj-cism
at the highest' level.
Let us then return to the LS53 Preface and see how
the nature of poetry as Arnold sees it corresponds to its
function.

In this Preface, Arnold has sometimes been aecused of
riding a high classical horse aþainst the poetic theory and
praciice of his heritage, particularly the Romantic poets"
ft is true that he returns to Aristotle t s !gç-!ige as a model,
I R"o"""entative Essays of

l,latthelv 4rn-Q-14, p. 89.
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but he uses the classies in a similar manner to Goethe, not
to see the freedom inherent in them, nor to see the restraint
of their formality, but rather to see the human siÈuation,
whether modern or ancient, dealt ¡¡rith in a caln, disinterested
roiay

of human existence
he puts the classical

by means of v¡hich the opposing elements

are both presenbed. Against the Romantics
element of the restraint of order:
Ïlhat is not interesting, is thab which does not add to
our knowrãi ge of any kind; that which is vaguely conceived
and loos ely drawn; a representation v¡hich is general,
indeterm inate , and- faint , i-nstead of beÍng parti-cular,
precise, and firrn"l

p. xviíi)
And against the cl-assicists he puts the classicaJ- element of
freedom within restraint:
t{hat then are the siiualions, from the representatlon
of which, though accurate¡ Bo poetieal enjoy'inent can
be derived? They are those in which the suffering
finds no vent in action; in which a eontinuous state
of mental distress is prolonged, unrelieved by incident, hope r or resíslance; in ishich there is everything úo bè ðndured, nothing to be done. In such
situãtions there is inevitably something morbid, in
the description of them somethi-ng monrotonous. tr'fhen
they occur in actual life, they are painful, not
tragic; the represenõation of them i.n poetry is
painful also.
(@, P. xviii)
And this seeing of the freedom in restrai.nt leads him to make
the real object of poetry to be Èhe interaction of the two:
(Poems,

I It is necessary, I think, to distinguish between the coneept
and the concept of generality
of generaliiy as indicated herengreat
thoughts are always
as lt appears in Dr. Johnsonrs
generallt. tne latter denotes a broadness of scope that
tends toward an all-inclusive validity, whereas Arnold is
careful to qualify his statement with the addibion of
nindeterminate, and fainttT "

-t

tr,-

are the eternal objecbs of Poetry, among all
nations and at all times? They are actions; hu¡nan
actions; possessing an irrherent interest in themselves, and which are to be cor¡municated in an
interesting rnanner by the art of the Poet"

1$hat

(@, P'xix)
Actions, Èhen, are the true object of poetry, and whaõ are
actions buË the interacËion of the individual will wÍth the
forces of fate (sotten)l in the form of environment, human
limitations, chance, and the like. But this is noËhing
really new: what is new lies in the fact that these aetions
are to be great actions, and a great aetion can only result
from the interactlon of great opposing forces. Hence, the
greater the conflict, the greater the actlon; the greater
the struggle to resolve the conflict, the nobler, and hence
more spiritual the result, whatever the outcome. And in
this way Arnold i-s lororking within the scope of the lleitnotivl
of English thought v¡hich was mentioned earlier: by attempting
Ëo resolve the conflicting elements of his own day and âgêr
and of his heritage, he is furthering the cause of the
nobility of man, especiatly of the individual who faces the
world alone. And the only kind of literature that is eapable
of dealing with this noble conflict is literature that Ís al-so
nob1e, literature that is written in what Arnold ealls tgrand
sbylet. Thís is where Arnoldrs j-nherent humanism becomes most
evident: mants spiritual stature is something that is based
on the elemenËb.of his physical existence as the pinnacle of a
1 R"f"t to the quotation fron Goethe, p" L2.
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the ocean floor.
Arnoldrs poetry feeds on the base elements of experience
and, by means of the ?grand stylel, rises in the more spiritual- substance of air toward the heavensArnoldls views of the different level-s of experience
from the purely perceptual to ùhe purely creative gives us a
clue to his difference in attitude to the tvro men whom he
considered to be the greatest poets of his own time, Goethe
and trIordsrn¡orth. The question of which is the grea|er is
the same as the question of which is the greater of two conbatants, the one who has won a relatively easy batË1e or the
one who is fighting bravely in a nighty but hopeless cause.
This latter is Goethers case. He has imrsersed hinself so
deeply in the level of pure perception and has spread hi¡oself so widely over the field of experience that it would
be a titanic Èask to bring all of this vast base of the
pyramid up to ibs pi.nnacle in pure poetic expression.
lríordsworth, on the other hand, does noi have this deep and
wide base, and therefore can attain the pinnacle of poetic
achievement with artless ease. Trlhat Arnold would like to
see would be the high poetry that i¡iordsworth is capable of
based on the solid foundation of a perceptual life such as
Goethets: in other words, he woulO like to see poetry that
is based on criticism. And so he is able to say in The Study
of Celtic Literature:
South Seas isfand

is

based deep beneaih

great, our only first-rate body of contemporary
poetry is the German: the grand business of modern
poetry--a moral interpretation, from an independent
poi-nt of vieu¡, of man and the world--it is only
German poebry, Goethers poetry, that has, since the
Greeks, made much way wiËh. Campbellfs power of
sty1e, and the natural magic of l(eats and Wordswortht
and Byronfs titanic personaliÈyr f,ây be wanting Èo
but see what it has accomplished withthis poetry;
out them! r
CIur

of Danie and Shakespeare, and says that they
erected their creations on the basis of a traditional
religion; he goes on:
But when Goethe came, Europe had lost her basis of
spirit'ual life; she had to find it again; Goethets
task Ì¡ras, the inevitable task for Èhe rnodern poet
is...to i-nterpret human life afresh, and to supply
a new spiritual basis to it. This i-s not only a
work for sty1e, elegance, char'¡i, poetry; it is a
work for scienee; and Ëhe scienüific, serious,
German spirit, not carried away by this and that
intoxication of ear, and €[êr and self-will, has
peculiar aptitudes for ít.:¿
And sor although Arnold looks wistfully at the resolved coII*
flict of lilordsworthrs poetic balance quite often, he tends
to ídentífy himself with the power that rises out of Goethers
wide and deep view: he identifies wibh the one but strives
toward the sbate of the other. He would like, if he couId,
to cram the work of a whole era into the confines of his olnftl
lifets work, to esbablísh the foundation anrl attain the
pinnacle as well. Eventually he had to choose between the
two, or rather, the choice beca¡le inevitable.
He then speaks

I
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'
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-28T have attempLed

to

show how

the rfsea of Faithtr of

Itocean

of beingtt of the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries" The latter cannot see in the water which it holds in its hand the gods
which the former discerned in the depths. Arnol-d sees tþe
i.nadequacy of both and tries to see the thing as iL really
is. He looks into the sea rather than inËo the cup and
the l,liddle Ages

comes

to be the

sees, not gods, but mighty forces which he also recognizes
in hj¡nself. Thus he establishes an affinity with the sea
not by seeing himself as sustained by its gods, bui by recognizing the similar forces at work at the varlous levels
of the water and Nhe man, sees himself as a creature of the

it and is capable of rising sti1l
higher, from the physÍcal reality of existence toward the
spiritual reality of truth. Arnoldrs work, then, is
distinguishable into several categories because he approaches
different aspects of what he sees Ëo be the saine task. Ït
is my purpose in the remaining parts of this essay to look
at three of the main sections of Arno1dls approach to his
task; his poetry, his religious writi-ngs, and his social
philosophy or culturaf writings, and to see how the dominant
problem of Arnoldrs life becomes the basis of comparison between the three.
sea who has

risen

above

ïïr
that Arnol-dÎs poetry is a ncritieism
of lifen in theory, and I shall now attempt to show that it
j-s also that in practice" triticism involves the seeing of
things lfas they reatly arelt, and a crÍtÍcisn of life tvould
involve seeing the basic elements of life, its component
forces. But life j-s more than its constituent elernenõs;
it involves the process of bringing all the various elements
together in an atternpt to form an organic whole toward some
purpose. And so a criticism of life must be more than a
seeing of the elemen'r,s of life as they really are; it r¿ust'
also see and reflect clearly the life process of the syntheses
of the basic elenents of life toward a goal: it musË see not
onty the foundations of life, but also the superstructure
which life has ereeted on this foundation, and the direction
in which life is progressinS. In short, poetry is a realreflection of life.
f have said previously that there came to be evident
in Arnold a hierarchical conception of experience, a
hierarchy based on the eognitive absolutes of physical
reality and crowned by the emoiive reality of spiritual
truth. In his poetry this hierarehy leads to a characteristic inage which is the framework of most of his poetryt
the composite image of the sea, ihe hill, the stream, the
star, Ðd variations on these.
lve have seen
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edition of his poetry, Ëhis i:nage seerÂs
first to have evolved from Arnoldts hierarchial pattern of
ühought. ft makes its first distinct appearance in the
sonnet on Shakespeare, where the relationship between
¡lrnold1s image and his attitude toward Shakespeare is

In the

18b9

indicated 1'
Others abide our question" Thou art free.
\¡le ask and ask--Thou smil-est and art still,
Out-topping knovrledge. For the loftiest hill,
Who to the stars uncrowns his najesty,
Planting his steadfasË footsteps in the seat
Making the heaven of heavens his dvrelling-place,
Spares but the cloudy border of his base
To i;he foiltd searching of mortality;

thou, who didst the stars ancl sunbeams know,
Self-schooltd, self-scannrci, self-honourrd, self-secure,
Didst tread on earth unguesstd at.--Better so!
spirit must endure,
All pains the immortal
j-ch
impairs,
all griefs which bow,
All weakness wh
in
that victorious brow'
Find their sole speech
And

(Poems ,

p. 2)

the embodjsent of Arnoldrs ideaL, a man who
could ffiåufr**+u ut" synthesis of the wide and deep view with
the height of poetic expressi-on. The depths and height of
experience are seen as being beyond the comprehensi-on of the
common: the worlds beneath and above are both beyond him i'uho
lives at the ttcl-oudy border of his basen. But to Ëhe great
man the height reflects the depth, in fact, the height is the
ul,bimabe expression of the synthesis of the elemental units of
the depths--ltAll pains, . .All weakness o . . all griefs. . .Find their
Shakespeare i,rias

::'

sole speech in that vj-ctorious bro!¡ît.
1 co*p""e his attitude to Shakespeare to his attitude toward
Wordsworth and Goethe, page 26" above.
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of the height and depth and a
clearer indication of v¡hat the two parts of the Í-n,age represent
can be seen in the sonnet lîWritten in Butlerls Sermonstf :
Affections, Instincts, Principles, and-Powers,
The interdependence

Impulse and Reason, Freedom and Control-

So-men,
Rend in

unravelling GodIs harmonious wholet
a thousand shreds this life of ours"

Vain labourl Deep and broad, where none may seet
Spring the foundations of that shadowy throne
l,",rl:ere-mants one nature, queen-like, siËs a1one,
Centred in a majestic unibY;
And rays her powers, like sister-isiands seen
Linking their coral arms under the sea,
0r clustertel peaks with plunging gulfs between
Spann Îd by arérial arches aI]
l,',Iirereorer-the ehariot wheels

cl0udv

of ggld ,
-- d
of life are roll-f

""";:":;":ï:ï;t'

first stanza inOicatJthe process whi.ch Coleridge
would call the primary imagination-the process of lifting
the basic sensations of manr âs indicated in the first
line, to articulate ideas which gravitate toward the polar
opposites of impulse and reason or freedom and control, the
second line of the poem. But it is only mants unified
nature which can aspire to the ltshadov{y thronetr where it ínclucles in itself all the conflietíng elements of the lower
Ievels. This synthesis is seen as being the process of lifet
the spanning ttby a$rial- archesn of the conflicÈing forces
of the foundations of the ttshad.on-y thronett, raiher than the
rrending in a thousand shredst of the particularizing trend
of modern thought.
rt is not my inbention to show that everything of
The
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value that Arnold ever wrote has been rq'ritten with this
ímage i-n,rmind; rather, I think it is valid to assert thaË
Arnold?s thinking did follor¡ the kind of pattern that is
índícated by the image and can be clarified by reference
to that image, even where the reference is not expliei-t.
So, when one co&es to a sonnet such as ItIn Harrnony Ï'iith

Naturer, one can arrange the ideas it contains into theÍr
proper relationship. fn this sonnet the qualities of man
are not only seen as more than those of Nature, they are
seen as being of a Lieher order:
Know, man hath all which Nature hath, but more
And in that more lie all his hopes of good...
o . .Man must begin, lc:ow this, where ltlature ends.

p. 5)
In this sonnet spiritual qualities are seen as being
separate from the qualities of naiure as the pinnacle and
base of the hill are separate in the fuiage - they are
separate not because they are different essentially but
beeause they are of a different order, a higher 1evel.
At this stage, where Arnol-d t s use of the i.rnage is
just beginning to be explieit, it is neçessary that we
turn again bo his heribage which we discussed in the first
section of this essay. The problem for Arno1d is, having
del-ineated a general thought pattern, to apply this
pattern to his particular di-lemma, which wasr as we have
seen, the conflict between the Romantic and the Classical
ideals, and the conflict between these ideals and the
contemporary scientj-fic frame of mind.
(poems,
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of this conflict is the problem of
justice, which is the theme of two of the major poems of
t,he 1849 edition. The first of these is nMycerinusrt in
which the problem of law i.s dealt with. Myeerinus is a
just king who has lived all his life according bo the
precepts of what he sees to be the good;
I sate obedlent, iD the fierY Prirne
0f youth, self-governrd, at the feet of Law;
Ennobling this dull pomp, the life of kingst
By contemplation of diviner thi-ngs(@, P' 9)
He lived according to the tenets of justice because he
consídered his gods to be just. Tn oiher v¡ords, he was
living by dÍvine sanction:
tYet surely, 0 my people, díd f deem
I,{ants justice from the all-just Gods was given.l
One aspect

(Ig,

P"

9)

of the gods comes to hj¡a in the forn
of what he sees as an injustice, his faith in the divine
sanctj-on of the traw is broken. He then turns auiay from
what amounts to the tlassicistst concept of law and
modifies it with Èhe Romantic concept of joy and freedom - rlthe rest I give to joyu . 1 But he does this, not
under new sanction, but as a genuine revolt against Ëhe
tyrannical gods. The loss of the external sanction of
the Ïdea of l,aw forces hin i-nward tolqard seff-sufficiency,
toward a more subjective view. The important thing to
But when the decree

t re*", o. 10
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note, however, is that this interplay of the conflieting
forces in this poen produces a heightening effect, a

rising toward spirituality:
It nay be on that joyless feast his eye
Dwelt with mere outward seening; he, wiËhin,
Took measure of hÍs soul, and knew its strength,
And by that silent knowledge, day by day,
trtlas calm td, ennobled, comforted, sustaintd.
r pp. 11-12 )
To be sure, the feast itself is joyless, being merely the
opposite to the other joyless extrerne of i'{ycerinus I
existence. But the feast is neeessary to counteract this
other aspect of his life, and it is the elevating effect
of this attempt to reconcile the conflict that, it is irtplied, will lead to ultimate nobility and joy.
In ftThe Sick King of Bokharall the essentiaÌly
similar problenr is set in a different framework. Here
two eoncepts of justice cone into conflict. The sense of
justice held by Moollah is an absolute one, with no ext,enuating circumstances, beeause his concept of the
uni-verse is an absolute one and this forrn of justice is
necessary for salvation. This absolute, divinely sanctioned
l-aw comes into conflict with the Kingis humanitarian eoncept
of justlce. He does not accept the law as it falls from
heaven but rather tries to build up to a just verdi-ct by
means of ttseeing the thing as in itself it really isn "
He tries to realize þhe synthesis between the absolutes of
the objective law and ühe extenuating circr,¡.mstances of the
subjeetive situation, between the law and ihe individualt
(Poenns
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by providing an escape in the semblance of laa'without the

sting:
lSüoned must he

be, bhe law stands so.

Teb, if he seek to flyr give waY;
Hinder hi.u not, but let hin 8o.1
But the guilty man only exerts his freedom to cling to hÍs
ideal of justice, in which he believes he will find his
salvation. In this he is different from the king, whose
whole confliet is betv¡een the individual will and the laur,
a conflict which the condemned man resolves so easily:
fn vain hath a king Power to build
Houses, arcades...-if that Pain
Is not more lighben?d, which he feels,
If his will be not satisfied;
The law is Planted, to abide.
(@, P" th\
The condemned man is sick because of Lack of physical
sustenance. The king is sick because he lacks the su.stenance of a spiritual ideal which will satisfy hj.s needs"
Each has what the other needs. But the king is a nobler,
higher figure because his conflict is the greater.
In these two poems we see, then, a gradual articulation of what the different aspects of Arnoldrs image
represent. He is building on the forces r,qhich led to the
eonflicting ideals of his heritage by using the questi-oning
mind of his age. By use of the critical faculty he is
establishing a sound base for his higher concepts. For
what is justiee but an idea # trr" right relationship
between the individual will, freedom, and external restrai'nt
expressed in objective law" Only by understanding fu1ly the
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forces at work can Arnold arrive at this concept of justice"
And Ëo understand these forces he has to remove them frora
their shrines to examine then, to traee them down into the
sea of experience and to extend them up towqrd the pinnacle

of truth.
But it is not only the absolutes of restraint and of
Iaw which are declaimed by Arnold. The other extremes are
seen as being as inconplete as the extreme of }aw. ft is

all very well to realize the shortcomings of the intellectualisn of Ëhe classicists, but is the alternative the answer?
It is diffieult not to adrnire Arnold for the beautiful and
diplomatic way in which he 1s able to tell those who rely
on feeling that they have mi-ssed the point of their
endeavour:

like us, You took Your station
u'Jatchers for a purer f ire;
But you drooprd in exPectation,
And you wearied in desÍre.
r,,,Ihen the first rose flush was stee 1n
Onee,

the l'rore peat<rs

eÐherds saY. tne

ayr

ou sl.ee in

Then you wept, and slowlY raiaing

Tour dozed eYelids, sought again,
Half in doubt, theY sâTr and gazing
Sadly back, the seats of men; Snatchtd a turbid insPi-ration
From some transient
And proclaimld Your

earthly sunt
vain ovabion

For thoèe mimic raptures you had hlorL....

(!gSE, p .

91+)

Thus the new romantic sirens have

r The italics are mine.
1

fallen short of their
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ideal by pursuing only one aspect of that ideal"
ttThe New Sirenstf shotus ArnoJd t s critical faculty
leading t,oward a solution or goal. By means of the critical
faculty he is able to decry both the systems into which the
opposing elements of experienee have developed without losing
sight of the real force of these elements. He has faith
that the sanctions which have supported these forces are
outworn and unnessary, and that they must be rejected íf
progress is to be realized:
The eye wanders, faith is failing
0, loose hands, and let it bet

Pioudly, like a king bewailing, û, let fall one tear, and set us free!

(Io"*u, P" 3l+)
0n1y by this surrender of the o]d faiths can one begin to
rebuild life and faith; in fact, the new ideal which is
beginning to be evident requires the disintegraLion of the
old:

In the pines the thrush is waking
Lo, yon orient hill in flaroes !
Scórês of true love knots are breaking
At divorce which it proclâiJrls. " .
Pfuck no more red roses, maidens,
Leave the lilies in their dew P1uck, pluck cypress, 0 Pale maidens,
Dusk,.oh, clusk the hall with Yew!
(Poens, p. 35)
The discussion has been centred around Arnoldts

of the hill as iN coruesponds to his humanistic
views of the ability of man to attain true nobility by
means of his own efforts, Èo aspire to spiritual levels
by means of physical as well as moral, intelleetual
image

- )ö-

spiritual conflicts and strife" Judging from Èhe
irnage which we find in the sonnet on Shakespeare and
from some other references, one would almost be led to
believe that Arno1d i,vas a pure hunanist. But then one
sees poems like ItStagiriusrt where the real dilemma of
and

the Christian humanist becoroes evidenù:
lvhen the soul, growing clearer,
Sees God no nearer;
irihen the soul, mounting higher,
To God comes no nigher;
But the arch-fiend Pride
l'{ounts at her side,
Foiling her high emprise,
Sealing her eagle eyes,
And, when she faÍn would soar,
Makes idols to adore,
Changing the pure emotion

0f her high devotion,
a skin-deep sense
0f her own eloouence;
,Strong to decei-ve, strong to
To

Save, oht save.

enslave

(Igru, p. 39)
frustration of clÍrobing to the crest of a
mountain and finding the stars as distant as ever becomes evident. This poem is aSrange foreboding of
what Arnold inras to experience in his life and work" He
had faith in nankind to the extent that he almost believed man to be capable of Itmaking the heaven of heavens
his dwelling placerrrl by raeans of his own endeavours, for
surely the forces which he felt to be operati-ve within
him must be spiritual, must be sent from God-, and therefore the strife involving these forces must be the
struggle which is coinmon to the gods. But, like l'ilycerinus,
Here the

1

.Erc, o' 3'

-39he began to have doubts as to the validity of this
assumption, but with no decline in the actuaf struggle,

finding that to resolve the conflict between God and
Naturel or between the external characteristi-cs of
Classici-sn and Romantieism is not to resolve the realconflict in the case of every individual, more particu1ar1y himself. Yet the image of Arnoldrs thought is not
destroyed by the realization that the crest of the hill
falls short of the heavens. As in Îf To a Gipsy child by
the Sea-Shorerr, where Arnold sees the calm and profound
necessity of life despite its seeming lack of purpose,
he recognizes the elemental life force which demands
continuation:
Thou hast foreknov¡n the vaniËy of hope t
-Foreseen
thy ha.rvest-yet proceedlst to 1ive.

(Ig,

p. 43J

And, although this process of life does not reach the
goal it set out for, it still gains a reiAlard; the recog-

nition of its relation to God and Nature, which is a kind
of resolution of the conflict.
Once, ere the day decline, thou shalt discern,
Oh oáce, ere night, in thy success, thy chain!
(@, P' l+4)
This basic dilemma of Arnoldts concept necessitates
another part of the composiüe Ímage. Life, the line and
direction of endeavour characterized, by the synthesis of
1 R"fu" to page Lz above.

-40elemental forees and basÍc sensati-ons toward Ëhe purely
spirÍtual, must have a counter-movement, a process that

is just as much a part of living" For, just as l-ife is
based on dead elements and derives its sustenance from
thern, it Ís also headed for death. It would seem that
life and death have to be distinguished from that which
i.s alive and that whieh is dead, for life can never be
dead, but that, which is alive has death always with itt
as a potential state. fn the saJne wâYr thlngs purely
spiritual can never be physical, and vj-ce versa, but
particular beings can at the same time be both physical
and spi-ritual. And so in Arnoldrs image there is a distinction between the foundations and existence of life
in itself , and the life d¡f the particular being. For
the former is based on death, in bhe sense of the physicalt
and cannot be destroyed. The life of the partieular beingt
however, springs from life in the abstract, but is always
direcbed toward death. Life, in it,self , is eternal, but
the life of the particular being is mutable. And so in
the image we have the hÍl-l of life rising out of the sea
of elemental existence, but we also have the strea.m of
life, flowing down the slopes of the hill till it finally
ru.ns out into the S€âo Tn nIn Utrumque Paratusrt this
addition to the image is seen:
on lifeis stream!
-0 waking
to ühe all-pure fount
By lonely pureness

this thou canst) trre colourtd dream
0f lif e reraount !
Thin, thin the pleasant human noises growt
And fainË the citY gleams;
Rare the l-one pastoral huts-marvel not thou!
The solemn peaks but to the stars are- known,
But to the -stars , and ühe cold }unar beams;
Alone the sun arises, and alone
(Onfy by

Spring the great sfreams.

(@,

P'

45\

This latter stream is not so much the concern of
the poet as a necessary part of his experience. As a
critic of life he is still concerned with the development

of life in the abstract, nriÈh the progress Ëhat the
general life of his society or culture is making toward
bhe ideal of that culture, toward the crest of bhe hill"
And so he resigns hjmself to this concern, although he
reflects the general life in his oltuTl:
The poet, to whose mightY heart
a quicker Pulse imPart,
I
ãt of
is day
of
sway,
proud
heights
pãssrd
on
the
Be
Thoirgh he hath loösed a thousand chains,
Though he hath borne iroraortaL pains t
Actiõn and suffering though he knowHe hath not lived, if he lives so.

Heavên doth

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

"

t

t

"

"

"

high station he looks down,
At sunset, on a PoPulous town; -_
Surveys each happy gro$p,. which fleetst
Toil ênded, thrbüþh the shining streets
From some

Each with some errand of its ownAnd does not say: I am a-lone.
c

a

a

a

a

a

.

a

Before him he sees

- The italics are mine.
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"

"

life unroll,

"

c

t
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A plaeid and continuous wholeThat general life, which does not eeaset

secret is not joy, but peace;
That lífe, urhose dr:-mb wish is not misstd
ff birth proceeds, if things subsist;
The life of plants, and stones, and raín,
The life he craves- if not in vain
Fate gave, what chance shall not control,
His sad lucÍdity of soul.

Itlhose

(Poems,

PP

.

56-58)

of the level of the peaks and the source of
great streams in not for the poet. He must maintain his
relation to reality by having faith in the basj-c Í-mpulses
and desires, which Fate has planted within hjmr âs being
real like the objective world is real. In this stoical
resignation to reality, he himsel-f can be absorbed Ínto
the generar life which he has been contemplating' fn this
way the subjective aspecb of the struggle, framed as it is
in an individual mutable life, can attain objectivity and
permanance by this absorption. This is an inevitable relation between a man and his work: he is sËrivi-ng for the
peraanance of good work while he feels his own life to be
The lonel-iness

slipping toward death.

real problem for Arnoldts poetry is the
fact that in it he must combine the separate functions of
critieisni and creation, of seeing things as they really
are and of building upon these things. This necessitates
a kind of omnipresence- a working at different levels at
once. This problem is dealt with in two of the major
ftThe
poems of the LBt+g edition, llThe Forsaken Mernianlr and
strayed Revellerlt. In the first of these two, this
Another
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is viewed from the religious aspect of life. It
deats rviÈh a girl v¡ho has descended in to the sear married
a merflan, had childred by him, but has left hin one day
when she heard the sound of church bells indicating Easter.
She goes up on land to go to church, buË never returns to
her husband and children ín the s€âo In the sanctified
place she finds herself unable to hear the voiees calling
her from her former, elenental way of life" She has gone
up to nthe church on bhe hill-sidelf where she sings of the
things above, only pausing every nohr and then to gaze baek
r'ristfully on the sea whence she arose:
Hark røhat she sings: t0 ioy, O ioy:
Fòr the humni_ng sõreet, and the child with its_toy!
For the priesül and bhe bell, and the holy well;
For the wheel where Ï sPunt
And the blessed light of t'he sun!1
Änd so she sings her fil1,
ing most joyfully,
Singing
'll-II
rf'uiIl her hand ,
inafê drops
a.r'op:i from
rh spano-Le
Titl Ene
probl-em

-

the whízzíng wheel q!444-9-slilI.
at the sand
e steals to e w1ndow, a
f fhe sea;
And her eyes are set j-n a sEare;
And anon there breaks a sigh,
And anon there droPs a fear,
From a sorroT¡r-elouded êYe r
And a heart sorirow-laden,
A long, Iong sigh;
For tñé colã stiange eyes of a little Mermaiden
And the gleam of her golden hair.

And

(@,

P.

16ll)

exists between these two worlds, looking toward
one and baek on the other but fully belonging to neither"
By means of religion she has risen above the elemental

Here she

't

The italics

are mine.
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level of existence, but has also divorced herself from it
to a large extent. It is this profound sense of loss due
to gain or progress or change that continually invokes the
haunting sense of melancholy which pervades so much of
Arnoldrs work. But it is only by this continued Ídentification with the elements by whose action we are able to
ri-se above them that one is able to mai-ntain the newly
attained level. For, if one loses onels sense of
identity with the physical basis of oners existence, one
tends toward pure spirituality, which is a denial of onets
nature. It is the purpose sf Arnoldts work to er{oUfe the
human existence and thereby j-ndicate the direction of
spirituality, not to translate hr.manity into spiritual
beings" This is the reason for the distincti-on between the
gods and the bards in trThe Strayed Revellerlt. The gods can
see alL the elements of earthly existence but are completely
divoreed from

t'hem:

The Gods are haPPY.
They turn on all sides

Their shining eyes t
And see below them
The earth and meno

(rr-. 130-L)
Arnold elaborates what the Gods all see and then eontinues:
These

things,

UlYsses,

The wise bards also

Behold and slngt
But oh, ivhat labour!
0 prince, what Pain!
¡ ¡ o- such a price
The Gods exact for song:
To become i¡rhab we sing.
(

lt '

2o7

44)
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This poetical law of gra.vity forms the severest kind of
restraint to the poetical aspiration of soaring in the
heavens, but Arnold reeognizes the necessity for it in
order to create something great and permanent in human

terms" Anything that does not adhere to this law is as
fleeting as the artificial stirnulus r^¡hich produced it t
like the youthrs vision which is induced by Circers cup
and which requires frecluent replenishment, but which only

provides a partial vision:
But

UlYsses,
Sitting on warm ste;os,
T,

Looking over the valley,
All day long, have seen,
tr"Iithout 'oain, without labour,
Sometimes a wild-hairrd l{aenad-

a Faun with torchesAnd sonetimes, for a moment,
Passing through the dark stems
Flov,ring-robed, the beloved,
The desired, the divine,
,Sometimes

Beloved facchus"

(rr.2Zo_Br)

ideal and the constant, clear
vision of poetr¡r can onlv be achieved by continual
strife ancl pain at the level of physica] reality, not by
any short-cut or artificial rnethod, or by a one-sided
pursuit of one aspect of the restraint-freedom dichotomy.l
The hi-gh and permanent

I ft is difficult to confi-ne ihe terins of this di-chotomy to
a single pair of t¡ords, since the sarne dichotomy in
diffeient contexts requires different terms. However,
the essence of the Cióhotoi:ny is best expressed by Goethers
use of the Nerms lSollenl and l'"ollenr as given in the
quotaiion on pages L2 and 13 above. since it would be
äwkv¡ard to usè these ier¡ns coniinuously, variations that
suit particular contexts have been used instead, a.ncì it
is hoþed that the loss in precision r^¡ill be comoensated
by an increa-se in clarity"

-l+6-

fn this wâyr then, the stream of life becomes
symbolic of the way in which all individual beings gravitate toward the elemental l-evel of existence, the }evel of
physieal reality, and death because of an overpowering
necessity. But on the other hand and co-existent vrith it
is the hill, Nhe synbol of manrs achievement, of his
nobility, which has arisen because of his irrestrainable
will working against the necessíty in¡-hich controls the individual life. The stream indicates the course of the
índividual- tife; the hill represents the general life from
whieh the individual one springs'
There is, in the 1849 edition, a very interesting
but stra.nge poem which was never republished by Arnold"

at length why TTThe Hayswater Boatrr was
cancelled, br¡bArnold hj¡rself seems to have said nothing on
the matt,er. The poem j.s an attempt to deal s3mbo1icalIy
wit,h a theme couched in the imagery which has been considered,
It i-s an extraordinary little work which can have been
cancel-led only because of Arnoldts increasing tendency toward
explieit and didactic statement- toward lrsÈabement poetryrr
instead of llProcess PoetrYrl.l
The poemts theme is couched in the eharacteristic
Arnold Ímagery, i.nto which is introduced the boat imagery:
One could speculate

lTfr" distinction betv¡een ¡¡statement poetryrr and process poetryrr
is intended as a distinctj.on between the poetry tha-t is a
statement of the views and position of a poet and the poetry
that tries to trace the process of the formulation of a poetts
views or position on any partieular point. It is naturalr_
then, that frstatement pôetryïf should almost invariably_fo}low
a period of llprocess pòetrYlt, as is the case rvith Arnold"
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.o.
and wild.
A region desJdate
Black, chaf íirg water: and afloat ,
And lonely as a truant child
fn a waste irood, a single boat:
No mastr ûo sails are set thereon;
It moves, but never moveth on:
And welters like a human thing
Amid the v,rild waves weltering"

Behind, a buried vale doth s1eep,
Far down the torrent cleaves iËs way:
Tn front the dumb rock rises steep,
A fretted waIl of blue and grey;
0f shooting cliff and crumbled stone
liJith many a wild weed overgrown:
All else, black waüer: and afloat,
One rood from shore, that single boat.

, p, U79I
Here vre have the boat, almost alive, Put into this wilderness
of black water, buried va1e, torrents, and shooting cliffs.
The imagery of wilderness would seem to indicate the state
into which human existence has fall-en: the blaek water of
el-ementai existence is predominant and the only thing bhat
rises above this level is the dumb rock, the crumbled stone
overgrown with weeds. The whole scene is one of decay,
disintegration and neglect. It fits well Arnoldts coneeptÍon
of his own time, in which he sees the basic elements of
civitization as being neglected, in v¡hich the black v¡aters of
doubt and not-knowing are encroaching on everything. But in
the midst of all this there is provided by some providentia]
hand the means whereby one can set out on this black water.
One can, like Locke, launch out on the ttgr€ât sea of beingtt.
On this scene comes the pigmy throng, the horde of rlittle
menl lrhose stature represents their tack of nobitity, of
moral and spiritual stature, and who come upon this boat '
(poems
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But, because of their srnallness, they use it only to the
extent that their concept of life, as i-nterpreted by a
partÍcular creed, will all-ow them:
This boat bhey found against the shore:
The glossy rushes nodded by.
One rood from land they pushrd, no more;
Then

rested, listening silently.
(Poems,

p.

4.80)

The emphasis on the lrone rood from landÎî would seem to be a

play on the word ?rroodl1, indicating both a unit of measurement
and the cross of Christian symbolism, but in which Ëhe symbol
has become a standard used for limitation.l This piguy throng
come

from every level of life;
From that mild holl-ow in the hill;
From those twin brooks, that beached strand
So featly strewn with drifted sand;
From those weird domes of mounded green
That spot the solitary scene"
(Poems

p.

480)

definitive interpretaËions of these syitbolic
representaiions woul-d invariably Ímpoverish and restri.et the
meaning of the poem, but I think their significance is indicated by reference to Arnoldrs imagery in his other poems"
The lrmild hollowtt indicates the level- of existence that does
not perceive either deeply or widely nor aspires to the
loneliness of the peaks. Tþe twin brooks indicate the
prevalent dualisn of the day, whether the duaLism of
liberalisno and conservatisrn, of Romanticj-sm or Classieismr of
To attempt

lFo" this interpretation I arn largely in debt to a discussion
on the matter with Dr. J . P. l.{atthews .
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of religion and science. The lrweird domeslt could j-ndiCate any
of the dominant and. entrenched institutions of the nineteenth
eentury, whether the Chureh, the state, ot education, to name
only a few. The point is that the small men in all of these
institutions, using the methods prescribed by the particular
stream that they happen to be follotring, have come down to the
sea, have found the boat there for their use, but then have
pushed it out onto the water only as far as their old coneepts
would allolf. Atl the while the rains are beating the mountaints crown, seeming about to destroy it-the reason why the
pigmies have taken to the tlife boatr. But. ühe storm merely
succeeds in sending down shingle from the peak, not in
destroying it. The pigmies rid.e out the storm in the boatt
and then leave it floating in the bay' ft has outlived its
purpose and has been d.ecaying in its long years of unuse. It
merely remains as evidence of a bygone crÍsisr or raiherr a
particular dealing with a crisis sLnilar to the one Arnold is
faci-ng. At one time it was the answer to a dilemrna, but it
is not capable of being that agaín, and, too, despite similarities, the sítuation is different. Nolv the waters are blackt
whereas in the case of the pignies it was still only greystreaked. Now there are only dumb roek and shooting cliffs
anc crurabled stone, but then there was the mountainrs crowll"
Then there was a visible sborm, but now the sky is cLear'
Arnoldls search is ai a differer:t level- from that of the
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pigmies. They looked for and found the boat, but Arno1d Ís
looking for the nliving handtt that brought it, which, if he
findsr ffiây possibly provide hj¡r with a means of salvation
frou his dilemrna"
Although the pattern i-s not as articulate as in some
of the other poems, the elements of the image that characterizes this pattern are present, and the handling of these
elements is characteristic of Arnoldts approach to his
problem as stated earlier. In Contrastr wê should exai-nj-ne
a poeni which is dated i-n 1849, although it was not published
until three years later. Up to nou¡ we have been considering
poeüis which have attempted to arrive at a clear statement of
the thought pattern evídent j-n Arnoldts later message. He
has been trying to isol-ate the forces which led to the
various schools and trends of thought of his heritage and Ëo
work them tolr¡ard a synthesis. fn rlstanzas in l{emory of the
Author of lQbermanntr, there is the first example of Arnoldrs
clear recognition of bhe forces operative, i.ndependent of
sysËems, within him, and of the pattern that rlses out of the
conflict beti¡reen them. This reeognition comes indirectly,
beeause he had to see these forees in Senaneourrs poem fírsü:
The stir of all ihe main forces, by which modern life is
anci has been impelled, lives in the letters of Obermg.nn;
the cÌissolving ágencies of the eighteenth centurl, -the
fiery storm oi tfre French Revolution, the first faint
promise and dawn of thai new ¡.'orld i^¡hich our own time is
but now more fully bringing to 1ight.
(Poems PP" l+98-9)

-Ã1-

This he says in the note on the üitIe, t.rfth" poem itself
turns the Swiss settj-ng of nOberma¡ntf into a synbolic
representaÈion of his conception of the poeb, the one who

he

feels this stir. In the earlier parts of this essay the
conflicting forees of restraint and individual will were
discussed, the former being linked to objective reality and
the latter to freedoßr1 an essenüia3-Iy Christian concept'
i,f,e have al-so seen how this dualism úerges l¡ith one of the
dichotomy of collectivism and solitude whenever extended to
either extreme. In lrObermanntl , then, having carefully
artieulated the image which we have derived from his IB49
edition of poetry, Arnold clearly states the conflict in
the poetls soul:
Ahl two desires toss about
The poetrs feverish blood.
One drives hirß to the world
And one to solitude.
(]?oens,

wiÈhouË,

P. 3o9)

fn addition to thÍs, he also indÍcates clearly his views on
the ri.gorous necessity of tif e, wit'hout whieh the permanance
of the conflict of life would not seem to be possible:
irie, in some unkno-wn Powerts employ,
Move on a rigorous line;
Can neither, when we will, enjoY,
Nor, when we will, resign.
(@, P. 3o9)
He SeeS i-n Senancoltr an exaraple of and reason for hoping for
a complete form of solitude by means of a ttprofound

1 R*f*" to the footnote on Page

t+5,
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of realizing a sense of freedon despite the
ever-present sense of being in the employ of ttsome unknown
Powern. He says of Senancour:
The world is with him in hÍs solitude far less than
it is v¡ith (tlie more fa.mous and fortunate authors of
his own day); of all writers he is the most
perfectly lsol-ated and the least attitudinising.
1

inwardnesstrr¿

(Ig,

p.

498)

But the peace and unified world-view of this lofty solitude
is an ideal, too high to be attained by snall people who are

in danger of inundation by the turbulant

sea:

Like children bathing on the shore,
Buríed a uiave beneath,
The second wave succeeds, before
lile have had tj-me to breathe.

Too fast we live, too much are tried,
Too harassld, to attain
Wordsworthts sweet calmr or Goethets wide
And lirninous view to gain.

(@,

P.

308)

Arnoldls chief eoncern to keep himself and his age from drowiúng in the sear rather than
aspiring to the heights of an ideal. The ideal, however,
remains, but it becomes more and more distinguished from
the means that are used to aitaj-n Ít. A full recognition

ÞTore and

more

it

became

of this disti-nction does not

come

tilt later in Arnoldls

thought.

Arnold sees the pinnaele of his ideal as being
atËainable by the i-nteraction of the two opposing forces
in each individual and in socíety. In the lS5Z edition of

1 Po"*", p,

&98"
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his poetry he comes üo recognize the ideal mole consciously,
but, more importantly, he comes to recognize the incompleteness of a pursuii of any of the constituent forces which
lead up to the iCeal. He comes to see that it requlres all
of man to produce a noble manr and any one-sided development
is doomed to falt short of this ideal. This is not to say
that a pursuit of one aspect of manrs being will not lead up
to some form of id.eal, but it will not be that eulmj-nating
fruit of mants achievement Ëhat Arnoldrs is stri-ving for.
He is beginning to see the crown of his hill as being
accessi-b1e by several means of aseent, but he is also beginning to see how far that hilltop falls short of his real
ideal. fn llTristram and Iseultn this recogniti-on is first
evident, Ðd in l?Empedocles on Etnafr it is clearly and fully
articulated

"

story of Tristra4 as told. by Arnold concerns a
rûan who has become enslave.d by passion to one þIoman t f seult
of Treland, and who has been united by the law of maruiage
to another, Iseult of Brittany. Tristram is always striving
for a realization of his union with the former, his ideal,
The
whose image keeps cropping up throughout his life.
latter is the one with whom he realizes a union, and wit'h
r,qhom he has children. i;'rrillr âs it is evident in the inThe

clination of his passj-on, leads hirn toward a unj-on wit'h
Iseult of Ireland, bu.i the restraint of a natural union
marriage keeps hjm with fseult of Brittany. His dual

by

tsl

loyalties refleet the conflict with which Jirnold is concerned,
betv¡een free will and the law, twollent and Sollenr " But
Tristram is the slave of his will which is operating through
his passion, about which Arnol-d has mueh to say:
And yetr I swear, it angers me to see
i{ol.¡ ihis f ool passion gulls men potently;
Being, in truth, but a diseased unrest,
And an unnatural overheat at best.
How they are full of languor and distress
Not having it; which tolhen they do possess,
They straightway are burnt up with fume and care,
And spend their l-ives in posting here and there
Ïi'here-this plague dri-ves them; and have little easet
Are furious with themselves, and hard to please.

(rrr, t-r. L33-uz)
story of Tristram is syrobolically represented and
interpreted by the story of }lerlin and Vivian which the
younger fseult tells her children at the end of the poern.
A.gain the spnbolism, which we have seen in the earlier
poetry, is that of the hi}l. Vivian, representing passion,
has led Merlin, representing all ruen who pursue the objects
of passion, up through the forest onto the brow of the hill.
Passion can take man up to certain heights, but not to the
ultimate height of Arnoldts ideal:
i4erlin and Vivian stopprd on the slopets brow,
To gaze on the light sea of leaf and bough
Wh j_õh glistering þlays all round them, lone and raild ,
As if to itself the quiet forest smiled"
Upon the brol,r-top gre!ü a thorn, and here
Tlie grass ïias clry and rnosstd, and you saw clear
Acroês the holrow; white anemonies
Siarrrd the cool turf , and cluraps of primroses
Ran out from the dark underwood behind.
I'lo fairer resting-place a man could f ind.
f Here let us hal-t,l said l'Íerlin then; and she
l[odded, and tied her palfrev to a tree.
The whole

(rrr, tl "

2al-l,2)
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in the light of the conclusion of ano'bher poerû, l¡Youih
and Calml?, which also appeared for the first time in the
IS52 edition, the meaning of this passage becomes clearer:
tal-mrs not life?s crovrn, though calm !5 v¡ell.
But ttis not what our youth desires.

Seen

(Poems,

p

"

22)

pursuit of a lesser ideal rnay produce this calm, if not
peace, but the real goa.l of man can only be achieved by sErife.
Passion alone leads man up to the hill-top and then enshrines
hÍm there, cui,s him off from the process of lbecomingr t¡uhich
The

is essential to life:
They sate them dovrn together, and a sleep
Fel-l upon þterl-in, more like deathr so cieep.
Her fiàger onher lips, then Vivian roser
Á,nd froñ her bro-,,v'n-iocktd head the wimple throws,
And takes it in her hand, and vraves it over
The bl-ossomrd thorn-tree' and her sleeping"lover,
Nine times she lvaved the fluttering wirnple round,
And made a fittle plot of magic ground.
And in ihat daisied circle, a-s men såYr
fs lulerlin prisoner till the judgnient-day;
Bui she herself whither she will can roveFor she was passing weary of his love.
(ttTristram and Iseultrr, rII, 11 . 2L3-21+j

pursuit of the freedom of passion thus imposes a far more
severe restraint than the order of a more balanced mind. The
fliebestodt becomes synbolic of the paradoxical death in the
achievement of the longed-for goal of the struggle of life, a
goa-1 which seems to ernbody life iËsetf. Tristram achieves the
union which Ís the ideal of all his past passionate longing at
the very moment of death. Although Arnold is very careful
throughout the 1852 edition to make explicit his belief in the
The
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objective reality of nature, ideals such as Tristrarnrs die
with the individual. It is only that goal which combines
the direction of the individual stri-ving with the observable
teleology of objective nature that can be a permanent goal
for civÍIieation. The object of Tristramts striving l-acked
this permanence, was attainable, and led to deai;h. Arnol-dts
concept of the strif e of living is tha'u of Faust Îs:

üerdt ich

zum Augenblicke sage*:
Verweile doch, du bist so schönlT?
Sann magst du mich in Fesseln schlagen,
dann will i-ch gern zugrund.e gehn!
Dann nag die Totenglocke schaIlen,
Dann bist du deines Dienstes frei,
die Uhr rnag stehn" der Zeiger fallent
es sei die ZeiE für mich vorbeilr
(Faust f,11 . L6}9-L7O6)

Lífe is an endless rbecomi-ngt, and ihe ideal of life provides
the direetion of this procêss. i¡fhen the one attains the other,
life by definition must cease to exist, and it is a moot point
whether the peace of death is bhe achievement or whebher the
achievement spells death. The synthesis of which we have been
talking is possible only beyond the grave, but the striving
But in this striving comes a
toward this synthesis is life.
moment of clarity in whieh the poet sees his whole existence
as it really i-s ¡
And tl'rere arrives a luiI in the hot race
T¡rl'nerein he doth for ever ehase
That flying and elusive shadov'r, rest.
An air of eoolness plays upon hÍs face,
and an unwanted calm pervades his breast.
And then he

1

thinks he knows

- Translation in appendix

3.
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And

hi1ls

i^¡here

his life rose,

the sea where it

goes.

Lifert, 11. 91-8)
This calm in r¡rhich the poet sees life in all its reality is
the supreme union of poetic creation with the critieal
faculty, the creation of that poetry which is a critÍeísm
of life. Up to this point, this union of criticism and
cr-eation has been Arnoldrs answer to the dilerama of his day
and age. But after bhis, there eomes to be apparent a
wider divergence between the two facul-ties. In rtEmpedocles
on Etnart this divergence becomes quite evident.
In ttEmpedocles on Etnall the critical- faculty which
Arnold has been practising, together with his creative
faculty, begins to come öo the fore to the extent Èhat everything is re-examined and everything that cannot be substantiated is done away with. Up to this point there has been
evident in Arnold a characteristic idealism which gave a
certain d,irection to his striving. But in ühis poem, where
the aciion of the uninhibited mind i.s epitomized, idealism
is set aside, since all goals and other unsubsbani;ial things
have no evidence of existence. The scienti-f ic mind of
Arnold?s ovrn day can be seen as being personified in the
charae¡er of Empedocles, as seen by his faith in the action
of the mind:
i"find is 'bhe spell r^¡hich governs earth and heaven.
lian has a mind with '¡¡hi-ch to plan his safety;
Know that, and helP ÛhYself!
( ttEmpedoeles on Etnats , I r ii . 27 -29 )
(rtThe Buried

r¡ì

to the character of Empedocles we have the character
of Cailicles, the poeb, who sings of the things which
Empedocles is painfully Ëracing by rneans of his own
endeavours: Callicles sings of the hill and of the sea,
sitting further dolvn the hill--side, while Empedocles is
slowly making hls way up the hill of which the poet is
singing. liie have seen how i;he poet cannot proceed up the hill
hirnself because he has to maintain his relationship to the
elernental forms of reality; but men who pursue either the
faculty of the heart lii<e Tristramr or of the mind, Iike
Empedocles, can make their way up to their ideal, at whose
pinnacle lies death. tallicles, the poet, represents the
creative facul'by that presents symbolically the Ímage which
for Arnold represents the v¡hole process of life and of being.
But Empedocles, who also at one time sang like Callieles, has
lbecome what he sungr: ihe symbolism of his earlier singing
has become the reality of his existence. He has been able to
attain the crest of the hill, but, once there, all- that remains for him is to utter what he sees or has seen. The
ncriticism of Iifell for him has become a seeing of the
falsity of life, of the lack of real direction and purpose in
the proeesses of life. Like Tristra-iu, he has been brought to
the brow of the hill by means of his partieLll-ar faculty, but
at that poínt he is unable to go o1'1. In this case, he is
unable, having criticized, to create. His criticism, thought
is of such a magnitude that he becomes aware of the depths of
Opposed
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the rooùs of lfount Etna on whose pínnacle he is standing,
something that Catlieles, v¡ho only sings of the hill and
doesntt ascend it, is not ahrare of . The problem again
remains to unite the criticism of Empedocles with the poetry

of Callicles "
Tn the case of Ernpedocles the faculty of criticisru
has enabled hjm to aspire to the heights of knowledge; as
eriticism, the utüeranees of Empedocles are weighty and
valid. The dilerruna emerges, however, that criticism seeros
always to be a negative thing, to be a purging, a rejection,
a pointing out of what is not real; it seems never to lead
to creation on the basis of what is real, and. the pinnacle
of success in criticism seems ah,''iays to lead back to the
elemental units of reality, never to a higher form of truth.
And so i,fe see the criticis,r of Empedocles, particularly if
we see it aS emergi-ng from under Arnoldts hand and directed
at his olun dayr âs legitimate criticism. Let us l-ook at some
of the statements which he makes:
The sophist sneers: Fool, take
Thy pleasure, right or wrong.
The pious wail: Forsake
Be

A world these soPhists throng.

neither saint nor sophist-led, but be a man!
These hundred doctors try
thee to their school.
.{o preach.
ife have the truth! theY cry;
And Yet their oracle,

Tru_mpet

it, as they r'i1l, i" but the sarne as thine,
(Empedocles on Etnalt, Ir ii, 11. L32-+LI
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In vain our pent wills fret,

Born

And would the world su-bd.ue
Li-r"aits we did not seÈ
Condition all i'.¡e do;

into life

r^re

(r, ii,

"

are, and life must be our rnould.
11. rgz-8ó)

lrould have inward peace,
Yet will not look within;
I¡fe would have misery cease,
Yet will not eease from sin;
want
We
all pleasanü ends, but will use no harsh means.
We

(Irii, 11. 232-)6)
Nature, with equal mind,
Sees all her sons at plaY;

Sees man control the wind,
The wind sweep man away;

Allows the proudly-¡i¿ing and the foundering bark'

So, toath tå suffer mute,
'.'!€, peoPling the void air,

l{ake Gods to v¡hom to impute
The ills we ought to bear;
i¡Jith God and Fate tó rail at, suffering easily.

(r, ii, 11. 257-6L,267-7L.)
But, next , lr'Ie ldollld reverse
The scheme ourselves have spunt
And what tre made to curse

And

I'le now would lean upon,
Gods who perfect vrhat

feígn kind

man

vainly tries.

(r, ii, 11. 312-16.1
Fools! That in manrs brief term
He cannot all things view,
Affords no ground to affirm
That there are Gods who do;
Nor does being weary prove that he has where to rest.
(r, ii, 11. 352-56.)
Here we have the result of the devastaËing critical faculty.
Everything that man has erected in an attempt to rise above
the mundane level of existence is show-n to be unreal. YeL
the tleitmotivt is not lost, even here where everything seems
to have been swept avray. fn the inidst of his criticism he is
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still able to exhort his hearer to ttbe a manlr, to llsink in
thyself! there ask what ails thee, ât that shrine!1 But
even so the attempt to diffuse the creative faculty with the
critical is nothing but a frustration to the former to the
extent that real poetry ís impossible. The result is a kÍnd
of cyclic relation between the two, a relation that will
become nore donrinant in Arnoldrs laËer r,vritings on culture.
The bwo faculiies will have to alternate Ín dominance:
Empedoeles foresees his doom but also the pattern of
existence which will inevitably bring about his return:
Either to-rnorohr or some other day,
In the sure revolutions of the world,
Good friend, Lshall revisit Catana.
(Empedocl-es on Etnatt, f r ii, 11. l+7l--3)
And so r in one of the most beau'i;iful passages in all of
Arnoldfs poetry, Empedocles renounces the use of song and
poetry as symbolized by the laurel bough and resigns hinself
to the base elements of exisbence vrhich are the uni-ts of his
kind of thinki-ng:
And lie thou there,
My laurel bough!
Scornfut Apollols ensign, lie thou there!
Though thou hast been my shade in the worldts heatThough I have loved thee, llved in honouring theeTet lie thou there,
I{y laurel bouþh I
T am üIeary of thee.
f am r¡eary of the sol-itude
ïrihere he who bears thee must abide-

1 ttE*pedocles on Etnalt, rr ii, 1.
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0f the rocks of Parnassus,
0f the gorge of Delphi,
0f the moonlit peaks, and the

caves.

Take t,fry ¡ough, set me free from my solitucie;
f have been enough alone!

(rf, 11.
He renounces

it not

:rgL-L:Jg)

because he doesnlt know what song can

realizes he can never sing again" The
sterile, rrnakedn action of his mind has incapaciËated hj¡¿
to represent the processes and achievement of life as a
do, but

because he

poet should:

that I could glow like this raountain!
0h; Ëhat my hearË bounded with the sv¡ell of the sea!
0h; that mi soul vrere full of light_as th-" stars!
0h; thab iL brooded over the world like the air!
But no, this heart will glow no more; thou art
A living man no more, EmPedocles!
Nothing but a devouring flame of thoughtOh,

BuN

a naked, eLernally restless mindl

(rr, 11. 32)-30)
This represenbation of the lrealityt of l-ife is left to
Cal1ic1es, the pure poet, who can sing ofl
The day in his hotness,
The strife v¡ith the palm;
The night in her silence,
The stars in their calm.

(rr, 11. 465-8l'
in Ëhese two poems the culmination of two of
the basic faeulties of man when pursued in isol-ation to their
ul-tjmate extremes. In Tristran, passion led to a death in
apparent achievement, whereas in Empedocles the critical
activity of the .,rind led to the sterile death of defeat,
of killing renunciati-on wi-thout the life-giving acceptance of
something new. .A,rnold saw the danger in the latter character
l,r;e

see
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and by means

of his

1-853

Preface, piped the

poem

from the

scene. I{is reasons, surelyr were legitimate ones, for it
is true that the criticat approach of a mind lÍke Empedocles I
can only lead to frustratÍon, and the function of poetry is
not to portray rdead ends?, but to be Ita criticism of lifett
toward Some end. Renunciation can only be Seen aS being
good when it clears the way for accepting something that is
betber; it is never a good thing in and of itself. This,
then, is the reason why A,rnold turns from a more or less
inteflectual discussion of the el-ements of the image by
means of which he presents his view of life, to the presentation of acti-ons aS an embodj-rnent of the process represented
by the image we have been discussing'1 From an intellectual
approach

to

of life, he wants to Èurn to a
to great lives thenselves, in which all the

Ëhe elements

poetlcal approach
elements are contained.
In the 1853 edition of his poetry, Arnold makes
attempt to separate the eritieal and creative faculties

an
by

of his critical introducilon, The exel-usion of
ItEmpedocles on Etnarl is significant when that poen is seen
as the result of the frusbration of the creative by the
critical faculties. The critical faculty is that faculty
which pereeives objective reality and esbablishes this as
the basis of life and art. But objeetive reality is that

means

1 see page ?J above.

v^r

level of manrs existence at which he is completely governed
by physical, natural lar,tis. Hence objective realityr or
physica.l existence, denotes restraint, for as a physical
being¡ âs an animal, man has no free will. The lone
action of critleisut, then, leads to the sltuati-on where
Î?there is everybhing to be endured, nothing bo be d'one.1t1
Action, on the other hand, is the characteri-stic of freed,om,
of the operation of the individual will against restraint"
ft must be kept in mind that Arnold was not typical
of the nj-neteenth century in advocating freedom for its own
sake, for he saw the meaninglessness of this. l^,i'e have said
that Ar¡rold t¡as a Chrisbian hu-manist, and this definitely
inclu-des a certain concept of a thrÍstian God. This concept
of God is one of ulti-mate freedom, of the attribubes of
omniscience, omnipresence, and onnipotence. All of these
are aspects of absolute freedom, and the ulbimate characteristic of these several a'ltributes is the ability to create.
l{an, in the Christian concePtr is made in the i-mage of God,
indicating that the more God-like attributes that he can
acquire, the nearer to God he himself becomes. This nearness
to God is truly Christian, truly nobLe. This is the uLti¡rate
ideal of Arnoldrs Christian hr¡nanism-to be like God, or to
aspire to Godness, on the basis of physical reality; in other
r¡¡ords, to translate the physica-l reality of human na'bure toward the spirtual reality of divine nature, which is freedom,
'l_
- g49r
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without breaking the chain of being between the two, which
would destrol¡ the absoluLe reality of either the physical
or the spiritual. But an order of ascendancy has to be
established to avoi-d the frustration of Enpedocles. There-

fore in the LS53 edition, criticisrn is delegated to find the
ob jective reality on which the crea-tive faculty is built.
fn this first critical effort, Arnold finds that the real
task of criticism is beyond the scope of a man who also
wants to use the results of that criticism in the writing
of poetry, and. therefore the poet-critic has to limit his
criticisrn to the finding of models which have to do the work
that othenvÍse would be done by an active cribical segmeni
in a culture. And the model that he does distil from his
heritage is human action.I
And so we come

to the body of poetry of the 1853

edition and find that Arnold has indeed carried out hi-s
theories in practice. The major poem of this edition,
Itsohrab and Rustumtl is the story of a great human actíon
which plays on al-l the basic human emotions and ideals, but,
even though the subject of Ëhe poem is different from those
of the earlier poerûs, the theme and pattern of thought remains unchanged. Tdhere before Arnold lvorked out his statemenfs
in more purely intellectual terms ¡ So he now does this in
more hurnan terms, but the basic pabtern which we discerned in

his earlier poetry is again evident here. Arnold hjmself
1 Su" page 2J

above"
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realizes this, for he reverts to his basic image at the end
of the poem. The theme agai-n 1s that of man siruggling to
achi-eve unÍon with his ideal-, in this case of Sohrab with
Rustum. The father-son relationshíp between the two poi-nts
out the rel-ationship between id-eal and real-, beËween hill
and stream; the ideat gives birth to the real-, and öhe
striving of the real to attain the stature of, and unj-on
with, the ideal- results in death the moment this happens.
The saine occurred in Tristramts case. But the diíference
lies in the nobility that rises out of the struggle, despÍte
the fact that it leads eventually to death-at least (as in
rr1he Church of Broutl ) the ideal un j.on can be aehieved in
death, if not Ín life. Tn fhe final passage of ltsohrab and
Rustumrr, the true relation between the image of the hill
and of the strea.m is established ' Here there is no COÛlparison betwe.en the two at the same level-, but the image of

the hitl becomes impticit in the soaring qualities of the
poetry as it contemplates the course of the river Oxus
finding its wqy to the s€â. The two countermovements of
the heightening effect of creativity and Lhe descent of

life toward death are resolved in this splendid passage:
But the maiestic river floated ol,
Out of the misi and hum of that low land,
Into the frosty starlight, and there moved,
Rejoicing, thrôugh the hushld Chorasmian waste,
Unðer the'solit,aiy moon; -he flowl d
Right for the polaq star, past Orgunje
Brímrniãg, ãnA bright, aná iarge; ifren sands begin
To hem ñis watery nna-rch, and dara his streams,
Andsplithiseurrents;-thatformanyaleague

-67The shorn and parcellld Oxus strains along
Through beds oi sand and natted rushy islesOxus, forgetting the bright speed he had

fn his high mountain-cradle i-n Pamere,
A foilld õircuitous wanderer-till at -last
The longrcl-for dash of waves is heardl -atd wide
His lumlnous home of waters opens, bright
And tranquil, from whose floor the new-bathed stars
Emerge, and shine upon the Aral Sea.
(trSohrab and Rustumll ,

11.

875-92.1

For the first tÍme we are introdueed to the image of the star,
which combines the two symbols of the mountain and the streamt
by being the mark torvard which both are pointing. Man strives
to climb the mountain, hoping to find hi-r¡setf closer to that
star, but finds it, just as far when he reaches the peak. BuË

the slow and endless motion of the stream of life, he findst
although seeroing to move him in the opposite direction, is
really taking hjm toward the same star. One might say that
in this way Ärnold again resolves the seeming ccnflict between hi¡nanism and christianity, because the former means to
bring man closer to God in a temporal wâfr and the latter in

way, Bu'b Arnold sees eternal value in bhe temporal
achievements of man.
Human acõions, then, are the objects of noetry, and
for Arnold it was natural that his models should be the
grea.t human actions as depieted by the classlcs. Each age
and each individual seems to see in the classics 'nrhat he is
looking for, and É.rnold sar¡ in then that ultimate synthesis
of which we have been talking. FIe has isolaied the several
forees and schools of thought of his or'un day and has reduced
them to the activity of the heacl and of ihe heart and the

an eternal
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opposing forces which these are respectively capable of
perceiving. Actions are the tangible results and evidence

of the conflicË between these opposing forees. Arnol-d
turned to Greek tragedy as the most adequaüe way of presenting
action of this kinci because his víew of t,he Greek tragedy
t
Ì4ias strikingly similar to, and largely derived froil Goethe s
view.l After ihe 1853 Preface and the publicati.on of
llSohrab and Rustumn Àrnold made one more titanlc effort to
bring his critical isolation of a model to an artistic
realizabion. This atteinpi was his rendition of the story of
Merope. He hoped that by choþing such a great human action
as his subject and by adhering to the most rigid of classical
rules of presentati-on, he would be able to bring about a
synthesis of all- bhe forces which he had been successful in
isolating from their shrines" He was quite explicit in his
designs in the Prefaee to L[erope, and his statements of his

of his views on the Greek tragedy made his ovÍn
Íntentions quite evident:
ButitcannotbedeniedthattheGreektragic
forrns, although not the only posslble tragic forms,
of the mosb
satisfy, in tñe rnost perfect manner, gTûe
one
urgent áemands of the- human spirit: If, on thewidest
frañ¿, the human spirit demands variety and the
pò="í¡fé range, it equally deiaands, on.the other hand,
äepth and coñcentration ih its impressions. , Por,terful
thäught and emotion, flowing in strongly marked channelsl make a stronger impression: this is the main
reason trhy a metriõal foin is a more effective vehiclé
there is more freedom,
for them tfrar, prose: inprrose
tþ"
form,
meirical
the
it
but,
Yery l.tTit gives a
precision and émphasis. This sense of
"utt""-{oi)
émphatic distinctness in oui impressions risesr- as.the
thäught and emotion sv,relJ highei and higher withotrt
ove"f-iõwi"À trr*ir boundariesl to a lofty sense of the

sta.te¡rents

I see page 12

above.
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nastery of the human spirit over its own stormiest
agitations; and thi-s, agai.n, conducts us to a state
of feeling which it is the highesb aim of tragedy to

of suþt e
in the dispensa-tions o{
ffi
has been said explains, I think, the reason
of the effectiveness of the severe forms of Greek
tragedy, with its strongly marked boundaries, with
-ffñãt
its recurrence, even in the most agitating situations,
of mutually replying masses of metrical arrangement-.
Sometímes tfre ägitation becomes overwhelming, and the
correspondence is for a time lost, the torrelt of
feelÍnþ flows for a space without check: this disorder amiO Èhe general order produces a powerful
effect; but the balance is restored before bhe must
tragedy closes: the final sentiment in the mind
be õne not of trou.ble. but of acquiescence.
a
produce, to e--Pettjx',ett
the course oF fate. and

:?"1åî:3:.ît

acquiescerãce

is'

no doubt'

"""rrå3åi
to reari ze t,,e acbual synthesis
Merope is r\rnoldls l";empt
of the opposing forces rorhich he pereeived, this time in ter:ns
of human action. It took hj:n well over ten years from the time
it was published, but he himself finally admitted it to be a
failure, and the ideal of this drama to be something which cannot be realized in earthly terms. In this tragedy Arnold himself ctimbs to the peak of his poetic abitity and finds it still
far short of the mark. Had it been directed at a l-esser mark,
it might have been a great suecess, but vrit'h the goal that
Arno1d had in mind, it was cìoomed from the beginning to be a
failure, and the measure of its success is the fact that it
achieves a certain greatness even while failing. The
significance of the atternpt 1s Ehe lesson thai Arnolci learns
frornit; namely, the distinction between an ideal as a preconceived idea whieh must be enthroned at the pinnacle of
1

'

I,,Tatbh"r¡r

Arnold, Qrr-lþp--Q-þ¡gica] Tradi-tion, edited

R.H. Superr

pp

"

58-9
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socíety ancl an ideal v¡hich is more of a faith in the
dj.rection of development of society (or the individual).
rt took such an experience as the writing of uerspg to
teach hi¡n this, although he had been anticipating it for
trThe
some tj¡re in his earlier poetry. For example, in
scholar-Gipsyrr, where he deals with the theme of the
restless and wandering mind, he recognizes the fact that

a true ideal can never be realized where a preconception
of one is already existing, even if only in the mind of
the dreamer, The scholar-gipsy, two hundred years before,
had sueceeded in ascending the hill whife rtwaiting for the
spark from heaven to falltt.f But this cannot happen in
Arnoldfs own day, even though they are waiting for the same
rrsparkrt. He realizes that it is the prosess of the schol-argÍpsy that is imÞortant, and not the actual ttsp¿¡þtt which
may or may not have fallen. Arnold sees the reason why the
ilsparkr will not come of its ol'r'n as bei'ng:
*',

urft h' ift' 3 rËl"f, iË;ul' i;3" ã riluäåuåli. 1 "
Its heads otertâitd, its palsied hearts'

, If - 203-5.j
This is not a situation in which the enquiring mind can
opera.te effectively, even though it does still exist in
isolated cases. Tn fact the ideal as seen by the questionÍ-ng
and creating rsind cannot be introduced into a world tha-t is
not ready for it, for such an ideal woutd be converted to the
same base, corrupt na'oure as the world into which it was
(,,The Scholar-GipsYtf

1 ltThe scholar-Gipsyrj f . Lzo.

IL

introduced:

But f1y our paths, our feverish contact fly!
For strong- the infection of our mental strífe, ^
irlhic¡, õhough it gives no bl-i-ss¡ J/e_t-sp9+1s for rest;
And we éhould-wi.n thee from thy own fair lifet
Like us di-stracted, and like us unblest.
Soon, soon thy cheer would 41"tThy hopes grow timorous, a-nd unfixid !þ{ powers,
¡,nä tfri elear aims be cross and shiftlqg^m?de;
And thên thy glad perennial youth would fade,
Fade, and grovr ôld at last, Ðd die like oltrs '

(11"

22L-3O)

Stilt, lrnursing the unconquerable hopetl ,1 Arnold, Iike
Callicles in lrErnpedoeles on Etnatt, turns to his poetry and
would have triecl rrwi-th musi-c to have drawn the stars from
heaventr12 knowing that to pu1l these stars down to earth
would destroy their existenee and function. For he knows
that an ideal has existed at one time and that one may exisË
again.

This faith in an ideal, even though he does not have
a elear notion of v¡hat it is, and despite the fact that he
has found eurrent ideals to be less than satisfactory, shows
the indestructÍble idealism of Arnoldts pattern of thought.
fn nBalder Deadn , îor example, he develops the theme of the
passing of an ideal, but significantlyr one notices that the
emphasis of the poem at the end is on the looking for the

return of bhis ideal in a new form. The passage in whieh
Balder tells of the rebuilding of Asgard is written in a
style that could only come from a man who has seen the earth
1 ilThe scholar-Gipsylr o 1. zLL.
2 nEmpedocles on Etnall¡ f , ir 1.

81"

is st,anding begin to crumble beneath hfu, yet
who still can look forward r'¡ith faith, believing that whab
is being destroyed must surely arise again. And so Arnold,
seeing a1l the ideals of his day disappearingr can still
look ahead with faith- in the words of Balder:
lFar to the south, beyond the bfue, there spreads
Another Heaven, the boundless-no one-yetHath reachrd Íú; there hereafter shall arise
The second Asgard, lvith another rlâltrê.
Thither, when orei this present earth and Heavens
The temþesü of Èhe latter days hath sweptr
And t,hey from sight have disappearÎd, qnd sunk,
Shall a small remnant of the Gods repair;
Hoder and f shall join them from the grave'
There re-assembling we shall see emerge
From the bright Ocean at our feet an earth
I"{ore fresh, rãore verdant than the last, with fruits
Self-springing, and a seed of me.n preserved,
Who then shall l-ive in peacer as now in war.
But we in Heaven shall- find again with ioy
The ruj-ntd palaces of Odinr seats
Familiar, hälls where ue have supp-l9-of old;
Re-enter-them with wonder, never fill
Our eyes v¡1th gazing, and rebuild with tears'
Änd wê shall tiead õnee more the well-known plain
Of fda, and among the grass shall find
The goiden dice wherewith we plaltd of yore;
And ãfrat will bring to mind the forrner life
And pastimes of the Gods, tþe wise discourse
0f O-ilin, the delights of other days
0 Hernodr pra¡r thãË thou mayrst join us-then!
Such for'the future is my hope; meanwhile,
T rest the thrall of HeIa, and endure
Death, and the gloom whÍch round me even now
Thickens, and to its inner gulph recalls.
(trBalder Deadlr, 3, 11. 5L8-1+71
In the first part of this essay, I attempted to point
out the díchotomy in the heritage of Arnolcl--hor^¡ this heritage
cane to be divided into the opposing realms of Na-ture and of
Grace by buitding on lüature; but he felt his attempt had onlY
led hi-rn to another Torver of Babel. He came to realize that
on which he

.
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the scope of his oh¡n life and ability was not sufficient to
bring the tr,io together despite the fact bhat both of these
realrns, in the form of elemental forces, were constantly
with hi*m. He found tha'b the creeds Ëhat are based purely on
an objective concept of nature do not fully take into account
the existential experiences of the individual, that human
lif e is more than these doctrines al-low. But this rmore I is
difficult to define or even to recognize. Several times
Arnold was under the impression that he had found what it
really was, only to find when he achieved what he saw to be
the Ídeal of his striving that it was not really his ideal
at all, but fell far short of the lstar of Trutht v¡hich he
was pursuing. 0n the one hand he is faeed by the dea{,
objective world of physical reality which his critícalfaculties have been trying to bring to life. 0n the other
hand his creative faculty has been trying to pull the star
from heaven, finding that it was vani-ty to try to reach it
experientially. As a poet, he can only contemnlate the two
aspects of his being, both of which have been formulated into

a creed or system of thought by one group or anot-herr and see
the futiliiy of his strife, if by strife he means to achieve
peace" He does not think of his situation in despair, however,
But âs, on some far northern strand,
Thinking of his oirn Gods, a Greel<
Tn pity and mou-rnful avre nright siand
Before solne fallen Runlc sboneFor both were faiths, a.nd both are gone.
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l"trandering between two worlds, one dead,
The other powerless bo be born,
T,{ith nowhere yet io rest rny head,
Like theser oR earËh f r^¡ait forlorn.

(ttstanzas From the Grande thartreus€tt, 11. 80-88.)

This, then, is the situation which leads to one of
Arnoldrs most beautÍful poems, ItThyrsislT. ThÍs poem ís a
monody to conmemorate Arnoldls friend and fellow-poet,
Arthur Hugh Clough, who died at Florence in 1861. Clough
T.ras a friend of Arnoldrs youth, of the time v,¡hen both of
them were prolifie poets. Clough, in A,rnold Îs mind, is

this creative period of his life, and the
monody becomes a reminiscence of past ti¡nes and an evaluation of the poet?s present situation in the light of bhese
associated with

times.

explicitly about
Cloughls life, as Arnold sees it, and goes on to expand
this particular life into a comment on life in general and
its purpose in terms of the newly-recognized Îttwo worldslr,
the dichotomous Ímage tov¡ard which the pattern of Arnold t s
earlier thought gravitated. rn ïtThe scholar-Gipsyïtr wê
saw Arnol-dis view of the active mind which wanders the
slopes between these two extremes, especially in the contempor'ary situation. Tn lrThyrsisrt he reconciles his
youthful idealism with his laËer experience which taught'
that an ideal could never be made real in his own Ëime:
The poem speaks eloquently and

And long the way appears, which seemtd so short
To the less piactised eye of sanguine youth;
And high the mountain-tops, in cloudy-air,
The mounõain-tops where is the throne of Trut'h r -

Tops

in lifelË morning-sun so bright and bare!
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the fort
0f the long-battertd world uplifts its wall;
And sÈrange and vain the earthly turmoil growst
And near and real ùhe charm of thy repose t
And night as welcome as a friend would fall"
But hushl the upland hath a sudden loss
0f quiet!-Look, adown the dusk hill-sidet
A troop of Oxford hunters going home,
As in o1d days, jovial and talking, ride!
From hunting wit'h the Berkshire hounds they cone"
Quick! let me fly, and cross
Into yon farther fieldl- lTis done; and-see,
Backtd by the sunset, which doth gloify
The orange and pale violet evening-skYr
Bare on its lonely ridge, the Treet the Tree!
Unbreachable

(nThyrsis,ll11. 141-50. )
The tree, which in his youth served as the goal of his aspirationt
now becomes a livi-ng synbol of his ideal, which, like the
tower of Babel, felI short of reaching its objective, but is
still a monument indicating the nature and direction of mants

striving. His creative faculty is beginning to fail hfu, not
in the qualiby of his work, but in the inspiration for that
work. Tf he is caught between lltwo worldslt, he is slowly
falling tor,.vard the one. He is falting farther and farüher
from his unable-to-be-born ideal toward the dead world of
everyday life and physical reali-ty:
pipe is lostr üY shepherdts holiday!
iriy
-Needs
must I lose them, needs with heavy heart
Into the u¡orl-d and rcrave of men depart '

(rr. 3?-9)

he is beginning to real-ize that his ideal wil"l
have to be buil-t froni the ground. up, and that over a greater
span of time than his or,un life-tiroe. His will be the lonely
task of the critic roaining the fields at the foot of the

j\,Iore and more

hill:
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Sole in these fields! yet will f not despair"
Despair f will not, while I yet descry
tlseai;h i;he inild canopy of English air
Thai lonely tree agalnsb the western sky"
Still, still these slopes, rtis clear,
Our Gipsy-Scholar haunts , outli-ving thee I
(11" Lg2-7.)

the creative oner buL the
l-atter l-eaves its inspiration with the wani-ng poet, who
now must begin to follow the exa,nple and method of the
The searching mind oublives

f ormer:

faintest thou? f wanderrd til]. I died.
stil1
tweso
o
tree yet crowns the bl-4 '
Dost fhou as
Roam on

Our Scholar travels yef the l-oved haI.L:_ÞfCe.

fr'om the high

The .o,r"

but even now that he is reaching the plains
where, like the Oxus, he is slov,¡ed by the sands of the plain,
the star which he first came to know on the mountain-top is
stitl the star tovrard which he is inevibably drifting. HÍs
earthly exlstence has dragged hj.in down froLn the heighbs of
his aspi-ration, but he has f ound a light to guide him in his

mountain peaks,

labours:

0 hr¡nan soul! as long as thou canst so
Set up a mark of everla-sLing light'_
Above-the hoviling sensesr ebjr and flow,
To cheer thee, and to right thee if thou roamNot with lost'toil thou labourest through the night!
Thou maklst the heaven thou hoprst indeed thy home"

p" L69)
So he speaks in the L867 edition of his poetry, ihe
last edition whieh introduees a substanËial quantity of new
poems. These l-ast poems show that, although his poetry was
(Poems,
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not capable of lifting him up to the heavens, at leasb his
singing succeeded in pulling one star fron the skyr the
tlspark from heavenlr v¡hich provides the cl-ue to life, and a
purpose to the strife of living:
No, no! the energY of life maY be
Kept on after the grave, but not begun; - ^
Anä he i''¡ho flagg Îd not in the earthly stri-fe ,
From strength tc strength advancing-only het
His soul well-knit, and all his bai;tles wot'l't
jviounts , and that hardly, to eternal lif e.
(Poems, p. L72)
This becomes the essence of Arnoldfs creed, whereby he
reconciles his physical existence with his spiritual
aspirations and in which he synthesises the elements of
his physícal being toward a noble, divine existence
îrT,ife in God. and union iherelnl
rn his last significant poem, ll0bermann Once l4oreIl ,
Arnolcl returns to one of the heroes of his youth- a nan
through whose eyes he first recognized the basic elements of
his existence. Now he returns to him to find how, though
he sees the world in a similar way that Senancour does, he
can win a better fate than the obscure ineffectiveness of
the French poet. The vision of Obermann comes to him and
expounds to him the r,vhole pattern of history which has led
to the emptiness and destitution of the contemporary age"
The ideals of the past are dead:
Blocks of the past , like iceberg-;s high t
Floal on a rol-l-ing sea!
(r¡Oberrnan.n Once llfs¡çrr r lI. 2LI-2 "]
1 Po"*u, p.

L73.
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But the grea.t needs of men which ihese ideals fulfilled are

still as strong as ever" Both the ideals of Christ
the State are dead, but not the need for them:
llÏour creeds are dead r your rites are dead t
You-r soci-al

and

order too!

still, and grieve,
The miltions ,"ii..
And what can helpers heal
iriith old-ir¡orld cures men half believe
For ruoes the-rr rrrholly feel?
ttAnd yet men have such need to joY!
But joy whose grounds are tru-e.
(

1r.

229-3&.)

the vision that expounds the situation to him, he
also gets the final articuta.tion of his mission to alleviate
the situation, a mission which becomes the key to al-l- of
Àrnoldls teachings on both religion and culture:
rWhat still of strength is left, employ
I'h.et end
enrl to helP
helo attain:
That
t and
One common wave of th
nda

And from

(1r"

3zL-u.)

This is the ultimate union of the conflicting elements of
He com.es to the f inal
Arnold ls heritage as he saw it.
realization tha| the synthesis toinlard which he has
previ-ously striven is rneanlngless without conflict, Èhat the
tension of confliet is necessarv to provide the energy or
foree rn¡hich elevates the svnthesis to the level of the ideal'
Thus it is the joint activity of manrs intellectual awareness
of his external confining envíronment (trthoughtlr) combined
with the awareness of a spiribual freedom of the will ltt¡oln)
lrhich lifts man up tov¡ard the ideal of perfection' But the
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jmportant distintion between this ideal and the previous
ones which have invariably failed him is that this ideal
is an ideal process, not an iCeal end, the achievement of
which spells the bloorn of life, not its termination"

And

thus, having found, not an ideal, but the means of noving
toward the ideal, Arnold is able to iurnr âs critic, to the
worl-d of everyday affairs and spread the doctrine which he
has discovered, thereby laying the groundv¡ork for the
ultimate realization of that idealism v¡hich he could not
artain in his own life-time" The vision of his poetry has
ended, but it has shown him the answer to the dilemma of

his

day:

vision ended. f awoke
-The
out
of sleep, and no
"A,s
Voice moved;-only the torrent broke
The silence, far below"
SoIt darkness on the turf did li-e.
Solemn, oler hut and wood,
In the'yet star-sovnr nightlY skY,
The peak of Ja¡nan stood.
StiII in my soul the voj-ce I heard
0f Obermann!-away
f turned; by some vague impulse stirrtd
Along the rocks of Naye
Past Sonchaudls piny flanks f gaze
And the blanch t d srgnmÍt bare
0f Malatrait, to where in haze
The Valais opens falr,
And the domed Velan, v,rith his snows,
Behind the upcrowding hills,
Dobh all the heavenly opening close
.v'^¡hieh
the Rhonels murmur fills;And glorious there, without a sound,
Across the glimmering lake,
High in the Valais-dePth Profound,
I salr the morni-ng break.
(tObermann once ivlorerr, 11 " 325-t+8.j

ÏV

looking at Arnoldrs heritage and the
situation that arose in his day as the result of the interplay of the forces of that heritage. '|,,'ie have also been
looking at Á.rnoldrs poetry, his attempt to resolve the
problerir of the conflictÍng elements of his day, and have
I,le have been

the pattern of his thought emerge from it. InJe have
seen the characteristic image whtch represents this paiiern,
and the relationship to this ímage of the two aspects of
Arnolclts task, that of the poet and that of the critic. ft
is the purpose of the rest of this essay to look more closely
at this relationship, since it is as a critic that Arnold
developed hÍs social and religious concepts, but only after
he had first been a poet. ft is not ny purpose üo develop
in full Arnoldts theology and soeial philosopy, but merely
to point out the relationship between some aspects of his
ideas on culture and religion to Nhe ideas which hlere found
seen

to be dominant in his PoetrY.
The whole of Arnoldf s social thinki-ng is bound up
in his concept of eulture, a concept which to us seems to
be much eloser to the German word fKulturr than the modern
English usage of the v,iord. However, he makes quite explicit
what he means by the term, and it becomes evident fairly
soon that it is nothing else than that concept of life whieh
we found to be characteristic of his poetry. The Preface to
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-örCulture and $,4g1clry, Arnoldts exposition of hís doctrine of

this strikingly apoarent:
The whole scope of the essay is to recommend culture
as the great ftelp out of our present difficu]-ties;
culture-being a þursuit of our ioÈal perfection-by
means of getãing-to knowr ot al-I the matters which
nost concãrn us] tfre besú which has been thought ¿nd
said in the wo'id; and through this knovrledge,
turning a strean óf fresh and free t'hoqgþ! upon
stocknãtions and habits, which we now follow staunchly
but mechanically, vainly ímagining tF?t- there is for
virtue in followíng ',,hem staunchly which_makes up
the misehíef of foLlowing them mechanically'
(p. 6)
The pursuit of perfection, and not the pursuit of a partíeular
ideal, as he learnt in practising his poetry, is the real
process of a life that is striving toward that level of
exj-stence which is trulY ncble" In his poetry this was
expressed in terms of the image of the hil}r üP which man
must struggle if he is to attain his ideal. In A French
Eton, there is a remarkable prose counterpart to this
poetic image at the conclusion of the book which shows the
parallelisrn beti^¡een Arnol-drs poetry and his criticism:
Chil-drenofthefuturerwhosedayhasnot-yet
dawned¡ foü, when that d'ay arriles, *ill hardly
believé i¡hai obstructions were long suffered io how
prevent its coming! You...will not comprehend
þrog"ews towards man' s best.,p"lfl_gliol-_*#*+*.9
llstrould
refuc

culture,

mal<es

have been
änd-ennobling of his spir1-tr-should havffiould have been for Years
and yäars retardeá by barren commonplaces, ÞI- !üornor.,i äf"p-traps. . . " Bú.t You r il yo.tt turn r wilh
ãiiriã"ities'of your own, u-ill then be mounti some

S
step in the afùUoUil
â
un
at
owards his pei'fect
; towards
after wit earnest
var
_\J\f,ç-Ð
t,l ga,zed
úitfr bitber tears; the longing of

nev,¡

thoüsañás

of hearts, the tears of
(pp. LzL-?")

I rh" italics are mine.

many

generatiotls.
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similarj-ty in the Ídealism of his concepts of
culture and his concepts of l-ife as expressed in bhe
criticisms of poetry is evicient "
This idealism, hornrever, is not a pursuit of a
single, tangible ideal-, but rather the negation of this
confi-ned and smaller form of idealism. It is an idealism
which has faith in the direction in which the development
of man is proceeding and it is an attempt to distil real
progress and development from the irrelevancies of day to
day livin$. As in his poetry, where he shows that the
various ideals of Ro¡canticism and Classicisn are insuffÍcient in themselves a.nd fall short of the ultimate
transcendgnt ideal of mants existence, so .it 1s his purpose
in his writings on culture nob to do away with existing
ideals ín order to replace them with new ones, but rather:
to convince those who mechanically serve Some stock
notion or operation, and tþereby go astray, that it
is not culturels woik or aim to give the victory to
some rival fetish, but sim;oly to turn a free and
fresh stream of thought upon the whole matter in
The basic

question.

(p. 10. )
This Itfree and fresh stream of thoughtrl Ít is the function
of criticism to produce, and it Ís the same critícism that
supplies the order of ideas on u¡hi-ch poeËry is to build that
makes prevail the best that has been thought and rnrritten for
the furtheranee of culture. BuÈ really lo understand the
role of criticÍsn as the base of the hill of Arnoldrs thoughtt
we wil-l have to turn to another aspect of Arnol-dts wri-tings on
culture

"

-s3Arnoldrs concept of culture is divÍded up into the
generalized polar concepts of Hellenism and Hebraism which
are, as he sees it, the two grea.t forces inherent in man
out of which spring cultureo but which are in conflict in

striving for dominance:
r,tJe may regard this energy driving at practlce,
this þaramount sense of the obligation of duty,
setf-èontrol, and work, this earnestness in
going manfully with the best light we haver âs
õne force. And we may regard the intelligence
driving at those ídeas which arer after all, the
basis õf rigfrt practiee, the ardent sense for all
the new and-cha.ñging combinations of them which
manrs development biings wit'h it, tÞ" ildomitable
impulse to know and adjust them perfectly, as
anôther force. i\nd these t-u'ro forces we may regarrl
as in some sense ri-valsr-rivals not by the necessity
of their own nature, bui as exhibited in ¡oan a-nd his
history,-and rivalé dividing bhe empire of the world

the individual,

each

bett¡reen them.

(p. IZg.)
To these opposing forces he gives Ëhe titles respectively of
Hebraism and Hellenism after the races whieh were the rnost

significant manifestations of each. Although the great goal
of each is manis perfection or salvation (notice that Arnold
equates the two) rl
They pursue this aim_-by_ve{y different courses. The
uppermost idea with Heileniêrn is to see things as
t|èy really are; the uppermost idea with Hebraism
is conduct and obedience.

(p.

3L3.J

In other words, the real spirit of He1lenism is the spirit of
critieisn,

of ?lseeing the object as it in itself really

1 cu.lture and .A,narcþy, p. r30
2 The Function of Criticism, p. 6.
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while that of Hebraism is the spírit of working according
to the dictates of an ideal as perceived, whether it is
an ideal of God or an ideal of l'lature- to Ii-ve ftwith the
best light we haveTl. And the great charge Ëhat Arnold
makes against the }tebraist is to make cerbain that t,he
light he is living by is not darkness" This, in culture
as welf as in poetry, it is the function of critieism to
ascertain. Therefore the joint function of Helleni.sm and
HebraÍsm

is to enable a man to

vral-k

by a light that

he

to be not darkness, but the true ilght,
The relationship betv¡een the critical and the
creative faculties and activities is well defined in Arnoldts
literary work as a hierarchal oneo Alt,hough Hellenism
corresÐonds to the critieal faculty i-n society, Hebraism does
not correspond to the other. The creative facul|y is that
faculty which strives to realize an ideal on the firm
foundation of a va-lid criticism: Hebraisrn is the 1îstrictness of consciencet,l that comes from the acceptance of an
irieal, once it has been reached insofar as it is humanly
possi-ble to reach. There is still the hierarchal system
between the mundane and ihe ideal, and the two forces of
HelJenism and Hebraism are ranged betlveen ihe tv,ro: the
former is the upward force, striving to lift man to perfection;
the Latter is the counterinovement, striving to incorporate its
knows

I Culture
and Anarehy, p. r32"
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loft¡r ideals into the mundane life of man. The former
stri.ves to find the best that has been said and. thoughtt
and the latter tries to make the¡r prevail. fn this way
the s)/nthesis of the bwo comes to be the real i-nstrument
of culture in a similar way in which the critical and
creative faculties combine in the formation of great
poetry, md although the relationship between the two
forces of Hellenism and Hebraism is not strictly speaking
a hierarchy I there is a hierarchy irnplied in the sequence
in which ¡l.rnold puõs then, similar to the criticisnr-firstpoetry-after of his literary thinking:
The indispensable basis of conduct and self-controI,
Ëhe platfôrm upon which alone the perfectj-on aimed
at by Greece cän come into bloomr ulas not to be
reached by our race so easily; centuries of
probation and discipline uiere !eeded to_ brlng us to
it" Therefore the bright promise of Hellenism
faded, and Hebraism ruled the world'...And the
Hebraísm which thus received and rul-ed a world al-I
gone out of the way and altogether become unprofitã¡te, was, and could not b*! b", thg later, ofthe more
spírítual, the more abtractive development

Häbraism.' ft was Chrisilanity; that is to sâYr
Heb::aism aiming at self-conquest and rescue from ühe
to the
thrall of vile affections, nol by obedienceimage
of a
the
to
letter o-f a 1aw, but by có¡formity

self-sacrificing

âxåmPl

s.

(p" L36.)
But in Arnoldls day the dorninance of Hebraisn had led
to the real nroblem of that day, which, generally statedt ÞIas
the loss of any real validitv or profundit¡r because of a lack
of suffieient insight into life or the lack of a sufficiently
high ideat to regulate life. This condition had led to the
worship of machinery, ideals v¡hich felt short of the one real
and high ideal of civitizatlonr þ€ffection. This view is
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similar to the position he adopted in his poetry, where
Arnolcl. finds tha.t the severa.l different pursuits of man,
r"¡hen tal,;en by theniselves, are iaerely tneens to an end, and
never a sufficient end in themselves. And, having discovered this in his poetry, he turned to criti-cism to
restore the basls which had been lost; more particti--Larly
he turned to Greece ivhere he sav,i that balance of the two
maj-n forces of earthly existence, restraint and- freedom.
Simila-rly in his writings on eulture, he turns to Greece
to represent that activity of man which will resiore the
groundwork of society and enable hin again to attain a
true ideal of exÍstence. Anci the rtray that this will be
done will be by the pursuit of sweetness and light, the
basic eleritents of culture"
In his poetry v,¡e have seen how ¡\rnold uses the
model of Greece to realize the synihesis between the two
opposing forces of his heritage, and nolr\l in his book on
culture he turns to Greece to foster the advent of sweetness and light, reason and the will of God" Although the
first phrase is the one irhich became the catch v,rord on
every ni-neüeenth-centurJ¡ tongue, the rnore explicit phrase
is the second, which is more appropriate to the actual
situabion which Arnold was dealing rvith. The whole purpose
of Arnolci 1s work l'¡as to lift existence above the munda-ne
level to a more spiritual or ideal one. Novr, when he
recognizes ihat the basic forces operating on man are the
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necessÍty of restra.int and the will to freedom, he lets his
critical faculty go to work on these in order to lift them

to their highest possible expression, which is none other
than reason and the '¡¡ill- of God. For what is reason but a
fult understanding of and ability to invoke bhe laws vuhich
govern manrs existence at a level at which the other half
of the coin also becomes evi-dent, namely the desire for
freedon. But this, we have also seen, leads up No Godness,
whieh is the will of God.l fn other wordsr reason, when it
becomes the highest expressi-on of the restraint of the objective,physica.l world on the v"ill of man, bêcomes right
reason, while manis d.esire for freedom of wil-l, when it
becomes fu.lly arlrare of the purpose of this desire not being
freedom for its ov¡n sake, becomes a desire for a likeness
to God.. Thus right rea,son and the will of God coincide at
this high level, and it is this synihesis that Arnold is
striving for. This is the true objective of Nhe joint
action of Hellenisn and Hebraism, a point at which each
defines the other. Butr âs in his poetry, the existenË
ideals of culture r4rere insufficient to realize the embodiment
of Arnol-dls hr¡nanistic ideal in v,ihich mants physical- and
spiritual states coinci-de. But in the pursuit of this one
high ideal- all the tittle and lesser ideals must be
incorporated:

r s""

page 64 above.
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(p. l-82. )
He disparages the ideals of the various classes of his
contemporary society, of the Barbarians, the Philistines and
the Populace in the same way that he disparaged the ideals of
Romanticism and of Classicism in his poetry. Yet he still
has faith that within these classes there wil-l ¿lways be individuals who are capable of rising above them and aspiri'ng to
the true ideal of humanitY:
Therefore, when we speak of ourselves as divided
we must
into Barbarians, Philistines, anci Populace,each
of
within
that
imply
be unãerstood aÍways to
aliepe,
of
number
èertain
these classes bherê are a
led,
if we may so cal-l themr-persons who are mainly
humane
a.general
not by tireir class spirit, but bi
spirit, by the love bf human perfection'
(p. I09)
But in the same way that he disparages the several ideals in
his poetry j-n order to dislodge them as ideals but not to
destroy them as forces operative on man, h" does not try to
establish a classless soci-ety, realizing that the classes
represent legitimate distinctions i-n human society" The
whole purpose of poeËry is to builcl on the ideals of its
into i-deas ,
ê-ge ¡ on the ideals which eriticisrn has Ëurned
just as it is the purpose of culËure to build on the
Á,nd v¡e

no nore all-ow absolute

Æ-:--

a:--:^
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existing class structure and el-evate thern to their best
possible selves toi'¡ard ihe ideal State. For the real
I in all things is to come to the best,
tt@tt
to strive toward perfection, at all points, and not to be
changing and destroying the established order.
And so we see that Arnoldts writings on culture
are the doctrinal preachings of an ansïIer to the dilemma
of his age which he found while climbing toward the summit
of human aspiration in his poetry, a peak that ultimately
surpassed his ability to climb. Flnding himself unable to
attain this peak, and also realizing that even that peak
would fall short of his ultimate ideal, he resigned himself
to return to the base of the mount,ain and begin work on the
foundations of a míghtytower of civilization which wouLd
soar higher than he could ever have climbed himself, and,
although even that tower might not reach the star of Trutht
it would at least indicate that man had that star in his
heart and in this way a smal1 portlon of the heavens night
be realized on earbh.
If tulture and Anarchy is prirnarily an exposition
of the doctri-ne of culture rather than an attempt to go to
work at Èhe laying of the foundation of culture as concei-ved
therei-n, Arnold 1s reli.gious v,rritings are true works of
1 Culture and AnarchYr P. I5O.
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criticism ín the sense in which he uses the word. "A'lthough
these attempts to take a new look at reli-gion do eventually
lead up to a doctrine of a kind, 'bhey have their origi-n in
the disinteresied endeavour to See Itthe objeet as it in
itself really is,,I whereas his writings on culture have
their origin in Arnoldrs desire to propagate his doctrine
of society. I shall try to show that in his religious
writings Arnold is trying to fulfil that need for criticism
for which he felt such a need lvhen he was trying to wrÍte
poetry and in favour of which he turned to prose rather than
Poetr¡r.

a steady critic of
religion, it is indisputable that he was a friend of the
establishnrent of ft-uhat other effort after perfecti on" .2 lt
is certain that none of Arnold?s oNher activities excited
so much oppositíon anong his contempo¡aries as did his
writings on theology¡ religion, ancl the church. ft is with
reluctance that Arnold calne to the di scussion of religion
comparatively late in his life, for he wished to give the
greater part of hÍs attention to the forces which he saw to
be shaping ihe future, narnely culture, f orces whi-ch he did
not find to be exi-sting in the churches. fn addition, he
Ðespite the fact that he

1

?rThe

i^¡as

Function of Criticismn, P. 6.

2 Culture and AnqrçhY, P.

69"
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shíed away from what bore a strcng resemblance to a revolution
agaínst existing and prevalent ideas on something as personal

vital as religion, and it was only because he convinced
hj-rnself that the revoluti-on r¡'¡as taki.ng place without hi-m öhat
he decided to step i-n and elear the ground so that what really
remained of the otd faith could be put on a firm foundation"
Arnold was a chastened believer in progress, and this belief
underlies all his aciivities. He accepted modern science, he
and

accepbed modern democracy,

the two agents which had placed

the universe back on the foundation of nature instead of leaving it hanging from lhe sky, and wibh these forces he sought
to work toward the accomplishmeni of inevitable and, on the
whole, salutary revolutions. He had to convince hinself that

the revolution was indeed inevi'table, and that it was llthe
EternaUl who was stirring the hancis of men against the
foundations of the existing order.
By f870 Arnold was convinced that the gradual
revolution of modern thought against religious authority and
traditional beliefs had ruined Èhe foundations of the old
religious order. The signs iÂIere many. lrTevnnan had attempted
a medievalizing revival u¡iËhin the Church of England, but,
going over to Rome, had adopted what ArnolC

sarnr

aS an im-

possible solution Lo the problem. Carlyle had trea.ted the
churches and creeds as Hebrerv llold clothest?, and preached
Goethe es the new iviessiah. iliill had declared traditional

thristian morality reactionary, negative, selfish,

and

-orpusillanimous, and had offered a new gospel in his Utilj-tarianism"
Frederic Harrj-son and other English Positivisis were looking
to Auguste Comte as iheir saviour. Leading men of science
and scientific philosophy tike Darwin and Herbert Spencer

indifferent or hostile to Christ'ianity" The va-rious
sects of Dissenters were uniting politically with the various
groups of radica] free-thinkers to disestablish the Church of
England. The emancipative icleas of the leaders of thoughË
were rapidly reaching and unsettling the masses. The drift
r/rras toward a secularized Sta.te, a discredited Bible, religious
individualisnr, and irreligion, with a loosenj-ng of the nroral
bonds which fused society together. A part of this nliberaln
movernent Arnold regarded as inevitable and salutary; but he
thoughl there was grave danger that the revolution would go
too far, and sr¡¡eep alfay things precious and indispensable"
The r,uhole problem, as Arnold saw it, arose frorrr the
single fact thaË religion generally stems from one idea, and
that idea had lost its basis in reality:
al-l the churches and
Now, the assurnption with whichÎa
Great Personal First
is
there
outr:that
sects set
of the
Governor
intelligent
and
moial
Cause, the
its
Bible
derives
the
hjm
from
univeiset, and that
be
rater
ât
any
present,
authoritY'¡- cannot, ât
were

verif

i-ed.

(Literature agd Doæa, P. xvii")
As he said in lrDover Beachrr, all that reroains of the Sea of
Faith is the ltrnelanchofY, long, withdrav¡ing roarrrl and men

t

, o. ?Lr.
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only bel-ieve that which they have reason and authori-ty to
believe. And these will not begin from an idea or an
article of faith, but fro¡n the broad basis of experience,

of verifiable and convi-ncing phenonena.
Here, then, is the problem: to find, for the
Bible, for Christianity, for our religion, a basis
in something which can be verified, instead of in
sonething which has to be assumed'
(
, P. xvii.)
v'fe begin to see the same pattern that was evident in his
poetry start to ernerge here, for it is characteristic of
Arnoldts humanism to put everything that has spiritual
value on a solicl , experi-entiaf , physical basis-he traces
the mountain peak right to its base at the ocean floor if
his capabiliti.es permit:
And this is the ai-m of the following essayl to
sholv ihat, when we come to put the light construction on the Bibler w€ give to the Bible a real
experimental basis, and keep on this basis througllout; instead of any basis of unverif iable assu-niptions
of úhe like kind, such as the received theology
necessi-tates.

r p. xix.)
So he anproaches religi-on from the solid ground of experience
and finds that everything that is not based on this foundation
is not really necessary to religion; everything the authority
of which ís questioned is found to be unessential. Arnold had
of course studied theological doctrines; but he was not a
theologian, for he did not acknowledge any science of God. He
approached the Biì:le as a I i-tera.ry critic, dissatisf ied with
the way in which theologians had interpreted v¡hat was for him
(
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a grand titerary work-the Scriptures of the Hebreu¡s. He
denied to the authors of the Bib1e any special revelation
different in kind from that given to men like Dante or
l{ilton. He looked upon the Bible as the splendid record of
a race endolved with an exceptional instinct for righöeousfnterpreted as literature, as poetryt
ness and spirituality.
as human experience, he considered this record of inestimabl-e
value- a great repository of truth about the moral nature of
Such
man, a great source of lnspiration to a hlgher life.
portions of it as aopeared to him mythical or fabulous he
treated exactly as if he had found them in the writings of
antiquity. And exactly as he treats the rnessages of literary
men in his Essays in Criticism, sc he treats the characËer
and message of Jesus and iohn and Paul. His final- object is

that when everything contrary to reason and experience
has been rejected, nothing i-s lost which is lmportant for

to

shor,'¡

religi-on.

In his Èreatment of miracles and the God v¡hose
existence is proved by iniracle, Arnold shov¡s a very similar
working of the mind here and in his poetry" lfe saw how in
his poetry he tried to resolve all conflict between the two
realms of God ancl NaNure, of the iwo sides of human nature.
fn his examination of mi-racles this attempt becomes again
evident in his unwillingness to believe that God ivould
disrupt the settled order of nature as miracles iniply. Even
in God Arnold. cannot ccnceive of freedom for its ovfn sake,

-95and even here ultimate freedom is united with the ultimate
restra.int of a natural order which He Hirnself has created "
0n1y in this u-liirnate and perfect synthesis of the trvo greai
elements of hi.man existence can Àrnold conceive of a God for

hurnanity, not in a God who is tied dol'¡n io the mundane level

of moralitg, nor in a God who floats in the irrel-evant clouds
of emotional- longing for the complete freedom of spirituality.
God is that greab law of our being which leads toward
righteou-sness, and this law is the sane whether one looks in
Arnol-d.?s poe|ry¡ hi--. writings on culturer or his i'vritings on
religion, ancl it is namely this: thaÈ Èhe basic dichotomy
of huinan existence, when uníted toward the perfection of the
human self , is ihe agent which eleva.tes nan to his perfection
and salvation:
One cq¡lmon wave

of thought and

(ttObermann Once l'{oreïl

.'iov

, fl . )23-4")

, lfmorali-ty touched with emotionll,
rsweet reasonablenessri are all- versions of this great surge of
the ha-rlnonious perfection of rnants dual, phlrsicaf nature'
in st. Paul_ Arnold recognized a kindred spirit, for
11,?eason

and ihe wil-l of

Godrt

he sav{ in ihe apostle a man like hjmself in his llhigh
seriousnessf?, in his love for the tti¡¡ll f of God-fr, in his
passion for making the will of God rlprevailll, in his pursuit
of perfecti-on, and in his intellectualizing turn. Peulls
conscious sel-f-discipline, his deliberate, method'ical

and
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exacting introspection- a1l- that sid.e of the apostlers life
Arnofd could see into and discourse upon v¡ith the insight and

relish of lifelong persoiral experience. In distlnction froil
the theologians, who dreu¡ attention to the metaphysical
roortion of Paulrs teaching ancl magnified it, Arnoici urgeci his
reader to consider Paut first of all as a great realistic
moralist, and to observe hovr large a portion of his teachings
were concerned with concluct-with the tlthree-fourths of lifell:
St. Paul-1s piercing practical religiou-s sense,
joined to his strong intellectual power, enabled
hj-m to di-scern and follor¡r the range of the comrnandment,
both as to mants actions and as to hls heart and
thought, with extraordinarv force and closeness.
His lelígion had, as vre shall see r a preponderantly
mystic side, and. nothing is so natural to the mystic
as in rich single r^rords, such as faithr light, love,
to surn up and take f or granted, v¿ithout specially
enumeracing them, all good noral principles and
hablts; yet nothing is more rema.rkable in Paul than
the frequent r nâY, incessant 1ists, in the more
par"ticular cletail, of moral habits to be-pursued or
ävoided. Lists of this sort might in a less sincere
and profound vrriler be formal and r¡rearisome; but to
no aÈtentive reader of St. Paul will they be v¡earisome,
for in making thery he touched the solid. ground which
was the basié of his reli-gion,-the sol-id ground of
his hearty desire for righteousness and of his thorough
conception of it,-and only on su.ch a ground was so
strong a. superstructure possible.
(St. Paul and Frotestantisni¡ PP " 29-30.\
And worlcing in conjunction with this morality resting upon a
profound acquaintance lrrith human nature is Pau.l-rs iniense

enotion of his l-ove for the moral perfection of Christ whorn
he sav\i to be divine because he v,¡as wi-thout sin. He himself

felt the violent conflicts between the Ílesh and Nhe spi-rit,
but he never lost sight of Chrisi, his ideal, in whom this
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conflict

seemed

to be resofved:

For Paul_, who approached christianilY-through_his
personal'experiènce, it was Jesus Ghristrs being
r^¡ithout sin r¡¡hich established his divinity. The large
and complete concepti-on of righteou"sness to v¿hi-eh
he n jmsêIf frad slowly and late, and only by Jesus
Christts help, arTrakened, in Jesus he seemed to see
existing absoiutely and naturally" The devotion to

t,his coñception which made it meat and drink to carry
it into effect, a devotion of which he himself was
strongly and déeply conscious, he saw in Jesus still
stron[ei:, by far, and deeper than in himself . But
for attaíning the righteousness of God, for reaching
an absolute õonformity with the moral order and t¡uith
Godrs will, he saw no such irnpobence-existing in
Jesus thristts case as in his own. For Jesus, the
uncertain conflict between the la.w in our menbers a-nd
the l_aw of the spirit did not appear to exist_. Those
eterna_l vicissitud^es of victory and defeab, which
d-rove Paul to despair, i-n Jesus were absent' Snioothly
and inevitably he'foliowed the real and eternal order,
in preference to the momentary and apparent order"

(p. 53)
Like Arnold, Paul attached his subjective being, his inner mant
emotionally to an ideal while at the sa.lne time intellectually
contemplating the external v¡orld of physical reallty and morals.
By bringlng these two together he realizes his salvation:
If ever there was a ease in which the wonderworking poiÂrer of attachment, in a man for whom the
moral- õynpathies and the desire of righteousness
were ali-þowerful-, might enploy itself and work its
wonders , i-t was here ' Paul f elt this poirìIer -penetrate
him; arrá he felt, also, how by perfectly indentifying
himée1f through ít witfi Jesus-, ànd in no other r/fay r
the force to do
could he ever get bhe confidence and
j-nt
po
in whieh the
as Jesus did. I{e thus found a
world inside
weak
mighty world outside man, and the
The
hñ, äeemed to combine for his salvabion'volume
not
had
sÈrúggling stream of duty, whichrdâs
suddenly reinetot'!ñ to bear him to hiê-goal r
of
sympathy and
forced by the immense tidal wåve
emotion.

(p.

58)
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Arnold id.entifies his faith with thaË of Paul,
realizing that peace and rest are not only to be achieved in
the hereafter, brrt also in as.oiring to inmortal life in the

present. This faith, Arnold is Concerned to shov'¡, does not
mean assent to theological doctrine, but rather a practi.cal
holding fast to that unseen power which tends toward
righteousness. It means dyingr âs Christ died, in the lower
self and living in the higher self. That, he contends, is the
spiritual and also the practical and verifiable meaning of
?lresurrectiontr, Although Paul doubtless believed in the
literal resurrection of Christ, the master idea in Faulls
teaching is the new lif e, the risen an,l transf igured life,
attainable by all men v¡ho are sufficiently in love with
perfection to renounce utterly the promptings of the l-oiver
nature:

to die with-Cþrist to thq
(p.

Jaw of Ëhe

flgsh, to -live with

6l+.)

of Paulls ttpiercing practical religious
senselt, I believe can also be said of Arnoldts penetrating
conception of Christian humanism, the conception that provides
the essential unitY of all his work:
It is at once mystical and rational; and it enlists
in its service tfre best forces of both worldsr-the
world of reason and morals, and ihe world of sympathy
and ernoti-on. The r,vorld of reason and duty has an
excellent clue to action, but wants raotive-por¡ier, _ the
world of sympathy and influence has an irresistgble
force of môtive-þower, but wants a clue for directing
its exertion. The danger of the one v¡orld- is weariness
in well-doing; the danger of the other is sterile both
raptures and'ímmoral fãnaticism. PauI takes from

And what Arnold says

woilOs r¡¡hat can help him, and leaves what cannot"
(p. 6j ")

CONTLUSION

Îs poetry, the irnage
which represents the pervading pattern of thought in all- of
hj-ra work, is like a symbol in iis defiance of any attempt
to expain it cornpletely, but is also l"ike e symbol in the
itray it rriaintaíns its integrity i-n u¡hatever context it is
put. In Arnold t s work j-t is the syrnbol of his humanism in
that it depicts his basic approach to his essentially
idealistic views of the purpose of life. ft is a syinbol
that derives from the poetry and is applied in the l-ater
prose work, and the history of the symbol depicts A'rnold?s
practice of i¡¡hat he preaehed, the balance between knowing
and doing, For in his poetry Àrnold tried to attain the
high throne of human knov,rledge, knowledge which he la-õer
dispensed to humanity so that they might follow his leadership on the path to perfection and to salvation from out of
the desolate waste of the contemporary age:
On, to the bound of the waste,
0n, to the CitY of God.
(rrRugìry chapelll , 11 " 207-9')
The nature of the pattern we have seen to be an
attempt to synthesise the opposing forces or entities of
the essential conflict of human existence to¡¡i¡ard a union at
a higher level of existence or realityr a process which incorporated the basic elemenls of experience into the progress
toirrard an ultimate id.eal of perfection" By meåns of this
The Í.nage

of the hil] in
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Arnold
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Ìlattern Arnold tried to reconcile the divergent streams of
thought of his da.y, the siream on one hand stemniing from a
conception of God and the Sta.te, and the stream on the other

originating from a concepöion of itlature and the
individual. Arnold saw that each stream appealed to one
sicie of manrs natu-re, and he sought to reconcile the two by
uniting the two aspects of man, the objeetive and the subjective, the ratlonal and the imaginative, for he believed
that the development of manrs whole being would bring him
auch nearer to his intend'ed destiny than the pursui-t of an
ideal which only fulfils the needs of one aspect of that
hand

being

"

Finally, the unique characteristic of Arnoldts
attempt at a synthesis was his realization thab a valid
attempt at synthesis cannot deny the essential conflict of
human existence, but rather that the spiritual heights that
are attained by means of the reconcillation of opposing
forces depends on the acuteness of the disparity between
theil- the height of a F]¡ramid 1s pinnacle depends inherently
on the dÍstance at the base between its sides. .A'rnold tried
to extend the distance at the base of the pyranid of culture
to include the whole scope of existence r and the measure of
his success at this level is hÍs success at raising the
pinnacle of the ideal of -that culture to unprecedented heights.
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APPENDTJ(
1, (Translationr pp " I2-L3)
,4"ncient tragedy is based on an inescapable obligation
that is merely sharpened and accelerated by a ii\rill that works
But all obligation is-despotic,
in opposition to it..."
whether it belongs to reason: l-ike the laws of custom and the
state; or to nature: like the laws of beconing, growlng, and
passing away, of life and death. lfe shudder before all these
without thinking that the good. of the whole is the ultimate
purpose of it all-. The '."lii11, on the oiher hand, denotes
freedom, and to the individual seems to be free and favoura.ble.
Therefore the i,',/i11 is ftattering and l'.{an must seize hold. of ib
as soon as he learns to recogniãe it. It i-s the god of the
new age; we, having surrendered to it, are afraid of its
opposites, and this is the reason why our arË as well as ou.r
cháracter remai-ns eternally separated from the ancients. By
means of obligation traþedy becomes great and strong, by meqns
of the li'/ifl, weak and small. So-call-ed drama has arisen by
means of the last rnelhocl, in that the terrible obligation is
released by Will; but even while this our vreakness comes to
our aid, we feel moved, h'hen we, after painful expectation,
are miserably comforted at the end"
2.

(TranslaLion, p. 2L)

Two souls, alas, reside v'rithin my breast,
The one would tear itseff from the other;
The one clings with the course pleasure of love
To the world with clutching organs;
The other lifts itself violently from the dust
To the realms of exalted ancestors.

(Translation, p. 56)
Should f to the passing moment say:
llinger ohr yotl are so fai-r! I
Then you rnay cast me into shackles,
Then will f gladl¡r meet my rúin!
Then rnay the bells of death ring out,
Then are you from your service free,
The clock may stop, the hancls may fall,
Then Time

for

me

v¡ilI be no more.
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